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Dansk resume 
I denne undersøgelse beskrives praksisser som involverer ordene ja og nej med fokus på praksissens fone-
tiske og prosodiske form. Analysen og beskrivelsen af disse praksisser danner grundlag for en diskussion 
af egenskaber og fonetiske mønstre på tværs af ja og nej og andre svarord på dansk. De tre praksisser der 
er i fokus er brugen af stigende ja og nej som en markør af positivt stance, forlænget ja og nej som markør 
for disalignment og neutrale ja and nej som fri for stance. 

De stigende ja og nej udtrykker et positivt stance, og det vises at det bruges som en resurse til at 
svare på anmodninger om genbekræftelse med et overrasket stance. Disse anmodninger var designet som 
en gentagelse ved hjælp af pro-former og markeret ved at udnytte en stor del af talerens register i en into-
nationsbevægelse. Det blev vist at stigende ja og nej der bekræftede, var den alignende respons som også 
affilierede med spørgerens stance, mens bekræftende ja og nej uden stigende intonation udtrykkede at 
svareren ikke delte spørgerens overraskede stance. Udover i sådanne sekvenser blev stigende ja og nej 
også fundet i andre kontekster for udtryk for et positivt stance. Typisk er dette blevet gjort relevant via 
non-verbale udtryk for stance og er udtryk for en glæde ved de implikationer samtalens retning har for det 
sociale forhold mellem talerne. 

Forlænget ja kan udføre og projicere disalignment. Det er mindre klart hvorvidt forlænget nej bruges 
i samme funktion. Denne praksis virkede ikke til at være forbundet til en bestemt intonation, men kunne 
leveres med knirkestemme. Praksissen fandtess både i anden position og fortsættelsesrelevant position. I 
anden position blev forlænget ja brugt turinitial i fx svar og vurderinger der ikke alignede med førstepar-
delen, mens den som fortsættelsesmarkør alignede med at næstetaler fortsatte, men projicerede disalign-
ment og dermed kommende uenighed.  

Neutrale former ja, dvs. med [j], og nej, dvs. med [n] og stød, var korte og havde jævn intonation. De 
bruges i forskellige konstekster hvor fortsættelse er relevant, både som egentlige fortsætttelsesmarkører, 
men også som svar i anden position på ja/nej-spørgsmål der projicerer en fortælling og som kvittering i 
tredje position. De aligner med det foregående og tillader fortsættelse, mens fortsættelsen i trejde position 
består en lukning af den nuværende sekvens sådan at emner kan åbnes eller vendes tilbage til. Det blev 
vist at neutrale ja og nej i kontekster hvor udtryk for stance var relevant, blev forstået som manglende ud-
tryk for stance og altså som udtryk for at det ikke blev delt. 

På baggrund af disse beskrivelser åbnes der for en række spørgsmål som mit ph.d.-projekt kan ar-
bejde videre med, som handler om udbredelse af fonetiske mønstre på tværs af svarord og positioner.  

På tværs af ja og nej så det ud til at fonetiske mønstre og praksisser blev delt, med uklarheder for 
visse funktioner eller positioner. Det var ikke sådan at ja kun delte mønstre med bekræftende nej, idet 
den samme praksis både indeholdt eksempler på bekræftende og afkræftende nej. Sådan kategorisering 
hænger muligvis mere sammen med egenskaben af at være aligning end med polaritet. 
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Det ses også at praksisserne med ja og nej findes i forskellige sekventielle positioner og at dette er en 
vigtig faktor i den præcise implementering af praksisserne. Relevansen blev vist i at stigende ja og nej 
både kan være den eftersøgte response til en bestemt førstepardel og udtrykke et positivt stance i andre 
kontekster. Disalignment i forlængede ja og nej var derudover forskellig alt efter om det forlængede ja el-
ler nej forekom i anden position, hvor det initierede en disalignende handling til spørgsmål eller vurde-
ring, eller i fortsættelsesrelevant position, hvor det fungerede som fortsættelsesmarkør og projicerede se-
nere disalignment.  

De forskellige svarord, som også er en del af ph.d.-projektet, overlapper på forskellige måder med ja 
og nej. De forekommer i mange af de samme position, men har ikke nødvendigvis de samme fonetiske 
mønstre. Flere af svarordene kan bruges som fortsættelsesmarkør med stigende intonation, mens sti-
gende intonation også kan bruges til andet på andre – eller endda samme – ord. Derudover ser der ud til 
at være fonetiske distinktioner der er specifikke for svarord, fx forskellen på faldende og stigende okay, 
men mange mulige mønstre er endnu ikke blevet beskrevet. Dette studie peger på betydningen af align-
ment og stance samt sekventiel position som vigtige perspektiver i fremtidige studier af prosodiske møn-
stre på svarord i dansk. 
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1 Introduction 
This study forms part of a larger PhD project that investigates other response tokens in Danish. This in 
turn is part of describing the grammar of Danish talk-in-interaction and Samtalegrammatik.dk (Steensig 
et al. 2013). The PhD is planned to consist of a number of articles. This study should be seen as a prelimi-
nary report on the current state of research within a delimited part of the PhD project, which may possibly 
be worked into articles or the like at a later point. The point of departure are some points for discussion 
based on the current state of the data collection. 
 This study works within Interactional Linguistics (Couper-Kuhlen & Selting 2018) and thus works 
with talk-in-interaction as it occurs in informal interaction between speakers. It builds on the conversa-
tion analytic framework (Sidnell 2013:201) which has given important insights in how to use orientations 
within the interaction to describe the features of linguistic and other phenomena or practices (a term I 
will discuss later). 
 Polar interrogatives and their responses have been a popular topic within Conversation Analysis 
as an example of the adjacency pair. One-word constructions have also been a popular topic, and they oc-
cur frequently and can be employed as answers to polar questions. The core of this study is a description 
of some usages and practices of the Danish ja ‘yes’ and nej ‘no’, which are one-word constructions that are 
used to respond to polar interrogatives – among others. 
 As such words are very frequent, they have many other usages in various positions. I will try to 
take a broad range of sequential contexts into account in the description of practices in order to address 
the question of whether such variation can be subsumed under one practice. 
 The topic of the PhD covers several response tokens: ja ‘yes’, nej ‘no’, nå ‘oh’, okay and mm, and 
the PhD is part of the DanTIN project describing the grammar of Danish talk-in-interaction. The relation-
ship between ja and nej is one of polarity and they are otherwise much like each other. This is the reason 
why both these tokens will be studied here, because they provide grounds for comparison between tokens, 
and such contrasts will be useful in understanding the grammar. One research question is thus how the 
practices are the same across ja and nej. The results of this will also be compared to the other tokens in 
my PhD project. 
 Another perspective is the phonetic and prosodic description of variation in these tokens. Studies 
have found phonetic-prosodic varieties of nå (Steensig et al. 2013) and okay (Sørensen & Steensig in 
prep.) to have different functions. Since these tokens share functions with ja and nej, the practices I will 
describe here are also defined through phonetic-prosodic means, and I will discuss the use of these forms 
as practices that are possibly independent from ja and nej. The variation in form will also be discussed in 
relation to other tokens in Danish. 

In chapter 2, I introduce the relevant notions, perspectives and categories of the study. In chapter 
3, I account for the data collection and method. Chapter 4 is the analysis of three practices. In chapter 5, I 
discuss the practices in the light of each other and other tokens in the grammar of Danish. Chapter 6 is 
the conclusion. 
 
2 Theory and previous research 
In this chapter, I will present relevant previous research that this study builds on.  
 
2.1 Conversational practices  
In this study, I describe a number of interactional practices. These are related lexically or at least tradi-
tionally treated as ‘the same word’ in the orthography, while (as I also show) being related in terms of 
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function and grammar, and I will use the description as a discussion of the role of practices in a (descrip-
tion of a) grammar, with the subsystem of response tokens in focus. Here I present some previous concep-
tualizations of interactional practices, which I return to in the discussion of the discriminability of the 
practices under investigation. 
 Sidnell’s (2013) handbook chapter on Conversation Analytic method cites the following passage 
as a definition of practice: 

A ‘ practice ’ is any feature of the design of a turn in a sequence that (i) has a distinc-
tive character, (ii) has specific locations within a turn or sequence, and (iii) is dis-
tinctive in its consequences for the nature or the meaning of the action that the turn 
implements (Heritage 2011:212) 

Turn design is defined as “how a speaker constructs a turn-at-talk – what is selected or what goes into 
‘building’ a turn” (Drew 2013:132), and this can be seen as linguistic features, which is my focus. What is 
interesting in this quote however, is the foregrounding of having a “specific location”. 

Couper-Kuhlen & Selting (2018) also deal with the concept of a ‘practice’. In a list of concepts, 
they define it in the following way: 

Practices. This term describes the recurrent ways in which linguistic (and other) re-
sources are used for particular purposes, for instance, in constructing turns, organ-
izing turn taking, initiating repair, try-marking a referring term (Sacks & Schegloff 
1979), etc. (Couper-Kuhlen & Selting 2018:29) 

Couper-Kuhlen & Selting more explicitly emphasize the form factor, which is also clear in their formula-
tion of a practice “as a link between linguistic (and other) resources (forms or formats) on the one hand 
and actions on the other” (2018:28).  

Conversation analytic studies has dealt with linguistic forms in a number of ways, from individual 
words and constructions to gaze and embodiment. This study focuses on specific words and prosodic and 
phonetic forms of such words.  

From the formulation of ”distinctive character” in the Heritage quote above, it can be hypothe-
sized that there are minimal pairs, which provide an interesting access to the building blocks of grammar. 
If we take into account that there will be a form and a function, we can imagine the possibility of practices 
as being minimally different on the form side, and thus doing different (minimally or not) things in inter-
action. There are already examples of this, such as Benjamin’s (2013:71) description of English who, that 
targt different sources for repair depending on whether it has a rising or falling intonation. 

By looking at two words that can accomplish the same actions, I turn to the question of whether 
the description of practices done through prosodic and phonetic shaping can be described on a separate 
“tier” than the of the words.  
 
2.2 Responses and their contexts 
I will here go through some basic conversation analytic concepts as they apply to response tokens. These 
are relevant for understanding them as responses and what the responses respond to. 
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2.2.1 Sequential position 
One of the basic principles of CA is that of position in a sequence (Heritage 2011), since all contribution 
within interaction has to relate to previous contribution. For example, when a question has been asked, 
what is said next will be interpreted as relating to the question. It can be an answer, but even if a speaker 
is not able or willing to provide an answer, the speaker cannot initiate something new without risking be-
ing reprimanded for doing so. Speakers have several resources for dealing with being put into a position 
where they cannot or will not fulfill the actions requested. Not dealing with such expectations that e.g. 
questioners set through questions is accountable (Garfinkel 1967). 

Conversation Analysis distinguishes a number of sequential positions. An important distinction is 
that of first position and second position. It is tied to the concept of adjacency pairs (Sacks & Schegloff 
1973), and the first pair part creates a frame that a second pair part has to fit into or in other ways deal 
with. A turn is interpreted by the other speakers on the basis of its sequential context, and a turn can be 
constructed as being in a certain position through linguistic and other means (Thompson, Fox & Couper-
Kuhlen 2015). One word constructions, such as response tokens, are generally utilized as second position 
actions. 

A sequence can consist of a first pair part and a second pair part, but instead of initiating another 
first pair part after a second pair part, it is possible to talk in third position. This position is often used for 
turns that do receipting, and can be modified for epistemic stance (e.g. change-of-state tokens, Heritage 
1984). Many response tokens can be used both in second position and third position (such as okay).  
 Another context is that of story-telling and other multi-turn units. It is different from other con-
texts in that the usual turn-taking system is suspended, so that one speaker may keep delivering parts of 
the story. This however does not mean that recipient have to be silent, as they regularly produce continu-
ers, another frequent use of response tokens.  
 
2.2.2 Alignment, affiliation and stance 
Alignment and affiliates are different levels at which participants can relate to each other and their talk 
through cooperation or the lack of it. This is related to preferences for certain actions in certain contexts 
and the progressivity of further talk (Stivers & Robinson 2006). Alignment is usually defined as “the 
structural level of cooperation” and affiliation as “the affective level” (Stivers, Mondada & Steensig 
2011:20). An aligning response then is then one that fits into the context, such as preferred responses and 
type-conforming responses (Raymond 2003), and follow assumptions such as those made in questions. 
Affiliation on the other hand, regards the display of an emotive stance and whether that stance is recipro-
cated by the recipient. Affiliation can be achieved through a speaker displaying a certain stance in a con-
text where the previous speaker has also a the same stance, i.e. matching, and can be done through non-
verbal means, such as nodding (Stivers 2008). These levels are independent from each other, and partici-
pants can accomplish disaligning affiliation and disaffiliating alignment (Steensig 2013). The term stance 
is also used for epistemic and deontic stance-taking, but unless otherwise specified, I will here use it for 
emotive stance-taking. 
 
2.3 Response tokens 
This study is not delimited by some proposal for a response token category, but by forms that can be con-
sidered as belonging to the lexemes ja or nej. These belong together as a pair, being distinct in polarity 
(see below), but they belong to a wider category. This category is sometimes called response tokens. An-
other term that is also used to refer to these words as a category is particles, which is more frequent in 
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traditional grammars, but is also used for other grammatical units, such as adverbs (Couper-Kuhlen & 
Selting 2018:493) – which for some response tokens makes sense since they can also be used as adverbs, 
e.g. okay. This is not the case for many response tokens in Danish however, and therefore the term re-
sponse tokens is in focus here. 
 
2.3.1 Defining response tokens 
To my knowledge, there has not been any attempts at a systematic definition of response token. The re-
sponse part of the term does not mean that the tokens always do responding in second position, but they 
can also be used as continuers, sequence closing thirds, prefaces or turn-final particles and possibly more. 
One could argue that it might be about words or ‘tokens’ that have second position as their ‘home posi-
tion’. Some grammars treat response tokens as a subcategory of interjections (Christensen & Christensen 
2014) and some also mention how they can be modified prosodically. 
 In this chapter, I will first describe what is already known about words in Danish that can be 
called response tokens, which is first and foremost ja and nej, but also includes nå and okay. I will de-
scribe which actions they are known to implement and how they achieve it. 
 In the second subchapter, I will account for existing knowledge about phonetics and prosody. 
 
2.3.2 Response tokens in Danish 
Languages has several types of ”answering systems”/positive and negative tokens (Couper-Kuhlen & Selt-
ing 2018:498). Danish belongs to the yes-no type. Ja ‘yes’ and nej ‘no’ in Danish are the ”central” response 
tokens (Hansen & Heltoft 2011:1113) that are the type-conforming responses to yes/no-interrogatives 
(Heinemann 2010). Such response tokens take a variety of functions, and because the category is tied to 
the grammatical category of yes/no-interrogatives, the variation of actions that ja and nej can implement 
are then also tied to the amount of actions that yes/no-interrogatives can implement (Raymond 2003) – 
ranging from requests to questions and pre’s and many much, and those actions are also designed with 
e.g. deontic and epistemic stances. This  
  Ja and nej are tokens that primarily handle confirmation and disconfirmation, but as they have 
an inherent polarity, the action that a token implements depends on whether the polarity of the token is a 
match with the previous turn’s polarity (Heinemann 2005; Heinemann 2015, which provide the basis for 
most of my account of polarity). This is why it is interesting to study these tokens together, because it 
means that they can have the same functions, the only difference being the polarity in the context. Ja does 
confirmation (or another ‘matching’ action) when it responds to an utterance with positive polarity,  while 
nej implements disconfirmation when it is responding to a utterances with positive polarity, but confirma-
tion when responding to a negative polarity utterance, such as those containing the negation ikke ‘not’, 
but also other negative polarity items such as aldrig ‘never’ or ingen ‘none’. It is on this basis that we can 
describe nej as a negative polarity token, and then describe responses with nej as ‘mismatching’ or ‘match-
ing’. Mismatching is when no negation is evident in the previous utterance, e.g. a polar interrogative, and 
then nej implements disconfirmation, as it asserts the proposition in the previous utterance, but with a 
negation. A matching response with nej is when it comes after an utterance with negative polarity, where 
it then asserts the proposition in the previous utterance including the negation that was already present, 
thus matching and doing confirmation. Ja is only used for matching and thus confirmation, since mis-
matching with a previous utterance that is negative, is accomplished with jo, a separate word (Heinemann 
2005; Svennevig 2001).   
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There seems to be two perspectives on negations in questions to which a token can respond. One 
way treats the negation as part of the content that the question requests confirmation of, the other way 
treats the negation as a discourse marker, more like a particle (e.g. Hansen & Heltoft (2011:1117) calling it 
a negation ”phatic” when used in interrogatives) or as Kjøller (1973) who derives interrogatives with nega-
tions through transformations. Both ways acknowledge that the use of negation is tied to an expectation 
to the answer (i.e. preference structure). Treating negation in questions as different from other negation 
gives it a special status that does not allow for proper comparison in how negation is treated across differ-
ent context, and I will thus not treat negation in questions differently from other negation. The notion of 
question in this study is also action-based, building on CA literature, and not based on e.g. interrogative 
word order. What will also be shown, is that the polarity sensitivity of the tokens is much more pervasive 
than just as responses to questions, which also means that on occurrence, we cannot know whether or not 
an utterance will be responded to with a response token or something else. 
 
2.4 Phonetics and prosody in interaction 
Conversation analytic studies have taken the phonetic and prosodic features of speech in interaction un-
der investigation as they relate to turn-taking, actions, stance and more. 
 Some phonetic and prosodic features have been shown to be related to the projection of a turn or 
turn construction unit as being either finished or not, i.e. whether a point in interaction is to be treated as 
a transition-relevant place (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974). Ford & Thompson (1996) and Local et al. 
(1986) describe low final pitch as one (among others) kind of turn-ending device, while Local et al. (1986) 
also describe final lengthening or “slowing down” as another one. 
 Turn-beginnings can also be marked as being or not continuations of the prior (e.g. restarting 
talk). New beginnings can be done through pitch resets (Fox, Ford & Thompson 1996) or extra loudness 
(Couper-Kuhlen & Selting 2018:online chapter E) while continuations then can be achieved through con-
tinuing at the same levels of pitch and loudness.  

The picture of how these features work in Danish is less clear, since many transitions are done 
without any clear use of pitch as an element in their construction as a transition (Steensig 2001:122), but 
falls (without necessarily being to low), rises to high, creaky or low voice and final lengthening are possi-
ble resources for turn-ending in Danish (Steensig 2001), while pitch resets and starting louder are 
ressources for turn-beginnings (Steensig 2001:114), and rush-throughs and rises for turn-continuation 
(Steensig 2001:136). 

A different area is that of action. Selting that describes the formal difference between astonished 
and ‘normal’ questions in repair initiation as being one only in terms of having an astonished prosody or 
not, and argues that “intonation is not systematically related to syntactic sentence types, but to activity 
types in conversation” (Selting 1996:232). What is found is that these different activity types distin-
guished by prosody, makes different listener responses relevant. Stance can also be expressed with pros-
ody, and Ogden (2006) describes how the pitch span in second assessments relate to the pitch span in 
first assessments. 
 Some studies have worked with intonation as ressource in constructing actions in Danish. Peder-
sen (2015) studies the placement of pitch of whole declarative utterances treated as questions without 
concluding its significance for distinguish declarative questions from other declaratives. Mikkelsen & 
Kragelund (2015) study exaggerated pitch as a device for highlighting the climax at the end of story-tell-
ing, while Nissen (2015) describes different types of repeats distinguished through prosody. Jørgensen 
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(2015) can be seen as another study of distinctive actions, but as distinguished through articulatory fea-
tures, as vowel quality is what distinguishes the repair-initiator hvar [vɑ] ‘what, huh’ from the interroga-
tive pronoun hva [væ] ‘what’. I will return to studies of such features on response tokens in Danish. 
 Action, stance and turn-taking however go together and are not the only things that phonetics and 
prosody can achieve in conversation. Ogden (2012a) describes intensifying emphases in English, which 
can be seen as a referential device, but imbued with a stance, and with implications for what the speakers 
do next. 
 
2.4.1 The perspective in this study 
Different schools of phonetics and prosody take different perspectives of the units or relation between lay-
ers of phonetic description or what is meaningful or phonological. The perspective based on Firthian pho-
nology is that of not treating different articulatory events as coming together to create meaning (or action 
etc.), which means that researchers should be aware of other features when analysing data, and not just 
focusing on e.g. pitch (Walker 2017a; Ogden 2012b). This stands in contrast to a perspective that only 
works with certain pre-defined phonetic features. It does not mean that all features necessarily must come 
together or be distinctive for one feature. Following this tradition, I will use phonetics as a term for fea-
ture related to the sound production of speech, including those other traditions separate as prosody. 
 This study does not deal with turn-taking, but tries to describe the actions that the tokens can 
achieve. This includes the stance – epistemic, attitudinal or other – that might be expressed with the to-
ken. The phonetic features of interest are primarily pitch and duration, but I will also take into account 
voice quality and articulatory characteristics when it seems relevant. There is already several known vari-
ants of ja and nej that I do not account for in this study, but I will describe such variation when it exists. 
These are chosen as they seem to be distinctive.  
 
2.4.2 Phonetics of response tokens 
It has sometimes been claimed that ”whatever tune is used with the word Yes it remains the same affirma-
tive” (O’Connor & Arnold 1961:2), but several Conversation Analytic studies of prosody show however 
that the world of response tokens is not that simple (which we might already conclude from the system of 
matching and mismatching described above). 

Some descriptions call emotive uses of interjections prosodically ”modified”, but without any 
word of what the ”unmodified” version is like or a linguistic description of the modification. Conversation 
Analysis has developed a descriptive framework to encapture purposes of displays of emotion in interac-
tion, and it has shown that on one-word constructions (e.g. Reber 2012). Studies in Danish has also found 
phonetic versions of response tokens to be significant, e.g. nå ‘oh’ (Heinemann 2016; Steensig et al. 2013), 
and with Conversation Analysis it is possible to formulate practices for how action, emotion are inter-
twined, together with actual examples of pronunciations of the forms under investigation. 

For Danish, there are already a number of known variants of ja and nej. I have already mentioned 
jo above, but ja is related to jaer, jep, jah, a, jaha (which I will currently not try to translate differently 
than ‘yes’) while nej is to næ, ej (based on DDO n.d.). Some of these forms are includes while others are 
exludeded (see below). In this study, I will also look at a possible “neutral” shape of ja and nej as its own 
practice distinguished from other forms. 
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3 Data and method 
This study makes use of a conversation analytic framework. The basis for the collection are recordings of 
naturally occurring talk-in-interaction. While video-recorded data and informal interactions have been 
prioritized, I have also gone through some phone conversations and less informal interactions such as 
shop encounters. This is done because the resources investigated are believed to be available as ‘the same’ 
resource no matter the context. 

The method is that of a collection-based study (Schegloff 1996; Hoey & Kendrick 2017). The col-
lection started already before this, as part of my PhD, collecting the tokens together with instances of nå, 
okay and mm, and the collection thus takes its departure from a linguistic form. In this collection, ja, jaer 
and a have been included together with nej, while other variants were excluded. The practical organiza-
tion of the collection is in a spreadsheet. The ja and nej have been registered in no particular order, but as 
they were discovered and found to be interesting. Putting the instances together in a collection was done 
as an exploratory exercise, trying to categorize these through formal (phonetic, prosodic and placement) 
and interactional (action, position, stance) characteristics. Sidnell (2013:77) describes Conversation Anal-
ysis as “meant to be a kind of exploration”. This study explores some variation in specific response tokens 
in Danish, started from the curiosity of observing specific phonetic shapes that achieve things seemingly 
different than others. 

For this project, I analyzed different instances in order to see how participants treated the phe-
nomena as practices, and what actions were accomplished. In working through and comparing instances, 
I came to focus on these three practices. In the analysis, I emphasize how participants set up sequential 
expectations and how these features are used to achieve things in a context, and how partipants keep each 
other accountable for their actions. While the registration as described above suggest a rigourous proce-
dure, this report is based on a more opportunistic (Hoey & Kendrick 2017:7) working with the registered 
instances. The practices here were found because of the potential interesting perspectives that they pro-
vide for a discussion that can further fuel work within the PhD project. The idea is to showcase variation 
(sequential or otherwise) in order which parts are distinctive (as mentioned previously in the discussion 
of practices). The perspective is that the formal and interactional features come together in order to con-
struct practices, in the same sense as prosody not in itself carrying specific meanings outside a context, 
because it always occurs in a context (Persson 2018). On the other hand though, this does not mean that 
the prosody is necessarily different in each context, which makes it possible to find patterns that go across 
contexts. This study is a description of some specific contexts where specific phonetic forms carry mean-
ing, and then some reflection on the relation between the features of the forms and the contexts. 

Here, description of the composition of the turns in focus is to a large extent a phonetic descrip-
tion (see below for details), since the turns in focus, i.e. those with ja and nej, are often, but not always, 
freestanding. 
 
3.1 Transcription and phonetic analysis 
The transcription consists of two ‘verbal’ lines, one for the original Danish as it is said and a second for a 
rough English translation. I am following the conventions as used by Samtalegrammatik.dk (2018) 
adapted from the Jeffersonian conventions (Jefferson 2004). Every excerpt is numbered, and the corpus 
and specific recording is mentioned in its header. This is followed by either ja or nej suffixed with a regis-
tration number, which is a random number, and used in managing the collection so that files used for 
acoustic measurements and the picturing of those can be identified in a spreadsheet and found in context 
in the original transcript. 
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I have judged a glossing line, such as following the Leipzig Glossing Rules (Comrie, Haspelmath & 
Bickel 2015) with a more exact rendering of the morphemes and words in the Danish talk to not be neces-
sary, since morpho-syntactic phenomena are in many cases less relevant. Wherever such phenomena are 
believed to be important, they will be described in the analysis of the instance. The translation line is 
sought to reflect the word order of the original Danish talk as much as possible, while being in a readable 
English. 

Multimodal and other ‘non-verbal’ activities are transcribed according to the conventions by 
Mondada (2014), to the extent that they are available and relevant. 

These conventions are not as sophisticated as e.g. GAT (Selting et al. 2011) in transcribing pho-
netic features of talk. Instead, the tokens and other turns that are of particular phonetic interest, are more 
precisely described through an acoustic measurement made in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2018) accom-
panying the phonetic description in the text. These acoustic measurements are not replacements of hear-
ing as done by the human ear, but should be seen as an illustration comparable to that of a transcription 
system. However, such acoustic measurements do allow for a more precise comparison of the features un-
der investigation, useful for a discussion of how participants distinguish and make sense of the features. 
The ‘precision’ of these measurements however come with a price, as they do not in themselves represent 
the hearing as it is done in a context. I am trying to accommodate this in several ways (besides the discus-
sion of it). First, F0 traces are displayed within an estimation of a speaker’s pitch range.  

A speaker’s pitch range or register has been based on 60 seconds of speech by that speaker (fol-
lowing the suggestions made in Walker 2017b:381–382). Since all transcriptions have been done in the 
CLAN program (MacWhinney 2018), the “send to sound analyzer”-function has been used, so that I would 
go through the speaker’s utterances from the beginning of the conversation and send those utterances, 
that I judged to give reliable measurements. This meant that I excluded stretches of talk in overlap with 
other speaker’s talk or noises, or stretches of insufficient audio quality or simply too low. I have also ex-
cluded creaky voice or other non-modal voice qualities together with clearly stylized pitch, and regarded 
such things as going outside a speakers register. After sending a number of utterances from CLAN to 
Praat, I would concatenate the separate sounds in Praat into one, making it possible to measure how 
many seconds have been collected so far. The judgement of the previous features has been rough when 
sending it to Praat, and when I reached 60 seconds I would listen through them to judge their them ac-
cording to the previous criteria carefully. I then deleted the unfit parts and also minimize the amount of 
silence by deleting it. After this process, I sually did not have 60 usable seconds anymore, and I would go 
back to CLAN and repeat the process. When I had at least 60 seconds, I extracted the pitch (i.e. the F0) in 
Praat, which makes it possible to listen to the pitch separately. Then I went through these 60 seconds and 
compared the pitch extraction with the original audio. Whenever something did not seem likely in the 
pitch extraction, I manually fixed it, either by placing the pitch correctly if possible or by marking the seg-
ment as “unvoiced” so that no pitch was extracted for that part (which in many is essentially the same as 
placing the pitch correctly, when Praat identified a pitch somewhere that it should not). For some speak-
ers, it was not possible to get a full 60 seconds living up to the previous requirements, while for others it 
was necessary to collect more in order to get an appropriate estimate, such as when I later found speech 
that went above the register. Such deviations will be mentioned where they are relevant. The register is 
presented as the top and bottom of the area in which the drawing of the intonation contour is presented. 
The values were taken from Praat’s analysis of the pitch trace. The maximum was always rounded up, and 
the minimum rounded down to a whole number, because variance below single Hz cannot be significant 
and because Praat pictures would otherwise not be drawn correctly when drawing those parts where the 
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speaker reaches the top or bottom. The median of the sample is seen as the middle of the register and 
taken from Praat’s calculation of the 50% quantile within the pitch extraction, which I rounded to the 
nearest whole number. 

While the register is presented as numerical values, these must not be seen as a categorical state-
ment about the possibilities of the speaker, as the specific performance of an individual is not absolute in 
such a sense. Speaker performance varies with e.g. physical conditions of the individual, such as being 
tired or having a sore throat, but also temperature. These features do not invalidate the concept of a regis-
ter however, as the register (and possibly also features affecting it) are available to the participants, as all 
speech passes through the vocal tract and is shaped by it. 

Walker (2013:459) treats the usefulness of acoustic measurements, reminding us to make “only 
those analyses where there are good reasons for believing that they will produce robust, meaningful 
measures”. For cases where it was not possible to extract the features under investigation acoustically, 
such features are described on the basis of auditory inspection, which all instances have gone through an-
yway, since the discovery procedure has consisted of auditory and acoustic inspection “done reflexively 
through repeated comparison of what can be heard with what can be identified in acoustic records” 
(Walker 2013:456). The instances that are presented in this study do not come from the same variety as 
the data that the study as a whole is based on, since creating pitch registers is a time-consuming task. 

 
3.2 Data collection 
The instances in the collection are drawn from the publicly accessible Samtalebanken, the Danish part of 
the TalkBank project (MacWhinney 2007) and AULing, that is registered within Aarhus University’s data 
protection database with registration number 923 and registered with the Danish Data Protection Agency. 
Both consist mostly of naturally-occuring talk in Danish, and everything was recorded with the informed 
consent of the participants. The data are all presented in anonymized form so that names, locations and 
information that could possibly lead to identification of the particpants, have been replaced. 

The instances are drawn form a total collection of 329 ja and 139 nej, but the description that is 
the result of this only accounts for some unknown subset of those. A smaller part of the collection is 
tagged for possibly quantitative phonetic measurements. 
 
4 Analysis of practices 
In this chapter, I analyze a number of practices that include ja and/or nej where certain phonetic features 
are relevant. These involve at least ja and the extent to which a comparable use of nej exists will also be 
dealt with. It is investigated how participants orient to certain phonetic or prosodic shapes of the tokens. I 
will discuss the actions and stances that the tokens employ and how they relate to the prosody and can be 
distinguished from other actions, by comparing to other phenomena that occur in the same position or 
achieves  
 I will also discuss the questions of how to distinguish these as different actions, which is a ques-
tion I will return to in the discussion where I relate it to issues of describing it as a grammatical system. 
 
4.1 Displays of positive stance through rising tokens 
This description consists of two parts. First, I analyze the use of rising tokens in response to a specific first 
pair part. I will then look at some deviant cases for this phenomena, and summarize this in an interim 
summary, before moving on to the use of rising tokens in other contexts. 
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4.1.1 Affiliating with astonished requests for reconfirmation 
In this chapter, I analyse reconfirmation sequences and argue that ja and nej with a specific prosodic con-
tour is a practice for responding to certain requests for reconfirmation. These sequences are shown to be 
characterized by a wide pitch span on the question and a steeply rising contour on the response token. 
The reconfirmation displays a stance of surprisal that a response token matches through a sharply rising 
pitch. The responder can be said to affiliate with the reconfirmation-seeker’s expression of astonishment 
(cf. Selting 1996), accepting it as a valid stance towards earlier presented information. 
 In this chapter I analyse how an astonished request for reconfirmation with a wide pitch span is 
designed to receive an astonished ja or nej with a rising pitch. In the first excerpt, I illustrate the phenom-
ena with a rising ja. Astrid and Britt, two young women, have been talking about a third commonly known 
man with the nickname Flæsk who goes to university, and they are discussing the women he might share 
classes with: 
 

 AULing | sofasladder | ja_082 
01   AST: °a° det tror jeg så<nogen: ↑unipiger>→ 
         yes I think it's such uni-girls 
03     (0.5)  
04   BRI: ∙mt er de*t-* hva-  
             is it     what 
06     (0.4)  
07   AST: det universitet↗=  
         it's university 
08   BRI: =er det:↘=  
          is it 
09   AST: =a:↗  
         yes 
10   BRI: gud→  
        god 
11   AST: det tror jeg↘  
        I think so 
 
Before the excerpt starts, Britt has described Flæsk’s classmates as saftige ‘juicy’, which they have both 
laughed at. Astrid has expressed her belief in Britt’s description, and the excerpt starts while she is back-
ing it up. In L11, she does so by describing them as sånogen unipiger ‘such uni-girls’. This is marked with 

                                                             
1 A capital L followed by a number refers to a line number in an excerpt. 

Figure 1 Figure 2 
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sånogen ‘such’, which marks the reference as being to a type – including possible background knowledge 
of said type – and makes it relevant for Britt to display recognition or knowledge of this type (Pedersen 
2014). Britt does not do so. Instead, there is half a second of silence and then Britt begins to formulate a 
turn containing question-like features: interrogative syntax and a question word hva, which can be inter-
preted as attempts as initiation of repair to fix her lack of sufficient knowledge or recognition. Britt ends 
however in a cutoff and has not clearly constructed a finished unit, but after 0.4 seconds, Astrid clarifies 
by stating that ‘it’s university’ (i.e. the educational institution that the third person is studying at, which 
has not been stated before). Her statement is constructed as a declarative copula sentence with det and a 
zero copula. This statement is followed by Britt expressing astonishment through a request for reconfir-
mation, which is accomplished by reusing det with an explicit copula verb er (since the previous sentence 
is a zero-copula clause) in an interrogative repeat-format with a wide pitch rising 13.2 semitones on the 
first word, and falling 14 semitones on the second. I will refer to this construction as a pro-form repeat. 
Figure 1 illustrates these pitch movements within Britt’s register. The total pitch span of the turn is 17 
semitones out of a register spanning 21.5 semitones. The reconfirmation is delivered in the following turn 
with a:, a slightly prolonged ja with less gliding onset than other ja. As illustrated in Figure 2, this token 
has a wide pitch span through a 9.5 semitones rise in Astrid’s 16.1 semitones wide register. Britt receipts 
this with an exclamative gud ‘god’.  

This instance illustrates Britt taking a surprised stance towards a new piece of information, and 
Astrid responding with a rising ja. Britt’s expression of a surprised stance is seen through her later excla-
mation gud, but some surprise or maybe at this point confusion is already evident in the abandoned for-
mulation of something interrogative in L04. The request for reconfirmation in its minimal formulation 
also shows no sign of having missed or having trouble understanding the information, and thus not being 
repair in the same sense that Astrid interpreted Britt’s previous turn (L04), which made her explicate 
‘university’, the action itself then suggests that the content was surprising. The speakers are young women 
attending a Danish efterskole for those aged 14-18, which is ground for a certain stance towards univer-
sity. Such a stance might already be evident in the construction sånogen unipiger ‘such uni-girls’, but 
Astrid’s delivery of universitet ‘university’ is also particularly stressed. In this way, Astrid thus creates a 
context where astonishment is not unexpected, which is why she affiliates affiliates with Britt’s astonished 
request for reconfirmation by delivering the ja with a rising pitch. 

The next instance illustrates the affiliation more clearly in the responding participant while also 
showing how some of the same phonetic features transfer to nej. Here, Britt has been talking about a 
dress that she cut shorter, which she later regretted. Then Astrid started telling that she is the type of per-
son who always cut holes in her pants and ends without any usable pants, and it is during this that the ex-
cerpt starts: 

 AULing | SofaSladder | nej_028 
01   AST: så to knæer: å så [det der: °å sån noget te sidst° 

  then two knees and then that and then some at last 
02   BRI:   [m:→ 
03   AST: så har jeg ikk nogen bukser til[bage→ 

04  
          then I have not any  pants  left
   BRI:   [oss bare om 

  also just during 
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05  sommeren↘ (.) så klipper man alle sine
      the summer   then youGEN cut all your 

06  (0.6) 
07   AST: aer→ 

  yeah 
08   BRI: gør du det→= 

  do you 
09   AST: =ne:j jeg går ikk me short☺s h☺↗   

        no I don't wear shorts 
10  (0.7) 
11   AST: °(☺æ[:☺)°
12   BRI:  [gør du ikk↗=

    don't you 
13   AST: =nej↗= 

 no 
14   BRI: =hvorfor→= 

  why 
15   AST: =oss når je- °jeg ka bare ikk +lide sån° 

 I just cannot like such                              also when I
   ast   +((A pats her leg)) 

16 (0.2) 
17   AST: me benene å så[noget 

  with the legs and such 
18   BRI:   [hm 

After Astrid’s statement about how she ends up without any usable pants, Britt relates to this as some-
thing done particularly in the summer. She states så klipper man alle sine ‘then you cut all your’ using the 
generic pronoun man, which 
assumes an inclusion of the 
recipient in the statement, 
while also not syntactically 
finishing her turn by ending 
on the possessive determiner 
sine ‘yours, one’s own’. As is 
evident later, Britt is referring 
to cutting pants into shorts, 
which is also how Astrid inter-
prets it. These features make 
it relevant for Astrid to relate 
and offer material for the for-
mulation. She only agrees 
through aer ‘yeah’ which 
might be a weaker type of 
agreement, which is then fol-
lowed by Britt asking explic-
itly whether Astrid cuts her 
pants into shorts during the 
summer. Astrid disconfirms Figure 3 
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this immediately with a nej followed by an account that she does not wear shorts at all. Now the reconfir-
mation sequence happens: Britt utters gør du ikk and requests confirmation of what was just said. Her 
turn is framed negatively with ikk in order to match the negation in Astrid’s statement, and refers back to 
it through the use of the pro-verb gør. Because of the overlap with something Astrid says, a pitch trace is 
not be possible, but the intonation rises through the turn, especially on ikk. Astrid then delivers a nej, 
which this time confirms, because instead of gør du det ’do you’, she is not saying gør du ikk ‘don’t you’, 
now with negative polarity. The rise on nej has a 6.9 semitones wide pitch span and is shown in Figure 3. 
Afterwards, Britt requests an account of Astrid’s non-use of shorts through a hvorfor ‘why’ in L14, and 
Astrid answers this.  

Here the nej is displaying understanding of Britt’s astonishment, affiliating through expressing 
that the astonishment is appropriate. Britt’s surprised stance is expressed in her initiation of a reconfir-
mation, but also through treating Astrid’s choices as something accountable in her following why-ques-
tion (Bolden & Robinson 2011). Her surprise can be seen in the light of having formulated something as a 
general statement, and now discovering that it does not include Astrid. Astrid’s affiliation with Britt’s 
astonishment is seen in her willingness to account in L15 (which she might have been doing in the begin-
ning of the turn already, but without formatting it to Britt’s solicitation) and her use of smiley voice in 
L09-11. In this case, the request for reconfirmation is matched in polarity to the statement that it reacts 
to, and thus the answering confirmation is then achieved using nej instead of ja. The search for an account 
also shows that the request for reconfirmation is some type of repair in the sense that there was a problem 
of understanding that had to be fixed.  

In the next example from the same data, Astrid and Britt have been discussing Britt’s participa-
tion in music events at a local music venue. Astrid has shown interest in visiting the place, and in the first 
line and what comes just before it, Britt is proposing that Astrid will go together with Britt to an avent at 
the place someday: 

AULing | sofasladder | nej_071 
01   BRI: ∙mt [hvis] du har lys[t det megahyggeligt]

  if you want    it's super cozy  
02   AST:   [ja  ]   [koster det penge↗ h] 

  yes  does it cost money 
03   BRI: +nej -h [huh

  no 
 bri +shakes head

04   AST:   [gør det ikk↗
       doesn't it 

05   BRI: ne%j:↗ [he .h 
  no 

06   AST:    [åh:::
     oh: 

 ast   %raises arms and opens palms 

In L01, Britt is adding ‘if you want’ and a positive assessment to her invitation. In overlap with this, Astrid 
requests confirmation whether it costs money to attend the events. As in the previous example, Astrid’s 
request is formatted interrogatively and with rising intonation, displaying Astrid as unknowing. The re-
sponding nej in L03 is also delivered with a rising contour. Afterwards, Astrid starts a request for recon-
firmation, displaying her surprise that it is free and underlining that she was previously unknowing. This 
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is again delivered with a pro-verb gør and a repeat of det, this time stemming from the questioner’s own 
turn in L02, but now marked with a negation ikk. The request for confirmation is here delivered with a 
rising pitch of 8.6 semitones (Figure 4), and possibly even more because the lowest part gør overlaps and 
does not have a reliable pitch trace before around det. The answering nej is also primarly rising (Figure 5) 
with 11.7 semitones between the highest and lowest point. Afterwards, Astrid receipts with a prosodically 
marked åh while also marking her as happy through gesturing with her arms. 

Figure 4 
 

 
Figure 5 
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This example illustrates the questioner being unknowing about the matters that are being reconfirmed, 
and that the reconfirmation sequence is adapted in terms of polarity to being confirmed. Here the request 
for reconfirmation is treated as finished by both participants after a token confirmation. The astonish-
ment is here part of a positive stance towards being able to be social together for free (see also Excerpt (8) 
for an analysis of the positive stance in the nej in L03). Britt affiliates as seen in the laughter after her nej. 

So far we have seen that after a request for reconfirmation with a wide pitch span, a rising con-
firming token is used, which seemed to affiliate.  

4.1.2 Deviant cases 
The next excerpts illustrate deviant cases where the response token (and sometimes the request for recon-
firmation) is not delivered with any particularly wide pitch span, contrary to the request for reconfirma-
tion or the previous cases. In the first example, Preben has just asked Thomas where he is living, and 
Preben has recognized the city as a one containing a prison, which prompts Thomas to tell that he lives 
just besides it (L1): 

Samtalebanken | sam2 | preben_og_thomas | ja_015 
01   THO: [a jeg bor lige v]ed siden af fængslet faktisk↘ 

   yes I live just beside the prison actually 
 PRE: [ehhe hhe        ] 

02   PRE: (hhnnn) (.) gør du det↗ 

03   THO: 

04   PRE: 

05  
06   THO: 

07  

        do you 
ja→=  
yes 
=okay↗ 
 okay 
(0.5)  
°men det° mærker vi ikk så meget til mere↗ 
but we don't notice it much anymore 
førhen da handlede øh fangerne de  
previously then the prisoners they 

After Thomas has told that he lives just beside the prison, Preben requests a reconfirmation, constructed 
through gør as the verb, du as the subject mirroring Thomas’ first person subject in the previous turn, and 
det referring back. This is delivered with a 5.1 semitones wide pitch span and is placed high in Preben’s 
register (Figure 6). Thomas replies to this with a ja that only rises almost 1.9 ST and lies in the middle of 
his register (Figure 7). This pitch span is not as wide as the other ja and not as wide as the preceding re-
quest for recofirmation. Preben receipts this with a rising okay. After half a second, Thomas initiates a 
telling about living close to the prison. 
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Figure 6       Figure 7 

Following the previous example, Preben’s initiation of the reconfirmation sequence takes the 
stance that there is something ‘interesting’ in Thomas’ proximity to the prison that surprised Preben, 
which can be treated as accountable and to be expanded upon. Prebens use of okay2 in third position as a 
response also shows that he is expecting more to be said on this topic (Sørensen & Steensig in prep.), 
which the pause in L05 also suggest that he is waiting for. However, Thomas’ use of a narrow pitch span 
on ja in his response to a wide pitch span request for reconfirmation signals that he does not see these 
matters as interesting in the same way as Preben. However, Thomas does not say anything for half a sec-
ond, and then when he finally does so, it is marked with men (i.e. as going against something in the previ-
ous, which in this case can be seen as his view of it as ‘tellable’ is different from Preben’s display of inter-
est in it, and possibly almost turning the ja into jamen) and explicitly described as not very noticable. 
Preben, with okay2 as his response to the prosodically mismatching ja, resists Thomas’ disinterest in tell-
ing and pushes his project about getting told more. 

The next example illustrates an answering ja without prosodic matching followed by challenging 
the questioner: 

AULing | SofaSladder | ja_016 
01   AST: var det ikk flæsk↗ (.) der havde langt hår↘ 

   wasn't it Flæsk        who had   long  hair 
02  (.) 
03   BRI: °nej→° 

 no 
04  (0.5)  
05   AST: flæsk har oss haft langt hår→= 

  Flæsk has also had long hair 
06   BRI: =har han↘ 

 has he 
07   AST: ja→ 

  yes 
08  (0.2) 
09  >har du ikk< set det↗

haven't you seen it
10   BRI: nej↗ 

  no 
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Before the excerpt, Britt mentioned that a commonly known third person, Liam, once had long hair. 
Astrid responds to this in L01, requesting confirmation of her belief that it was actually another com-
monly known third person, here nicknamed Flæsk, who had long hair, that Britt is talking about. After 
Britt’s response that it was not Flæsk that she was talking about, Astrid asserts that Flæsk did indeed have 
long hair, independently of who they talked about previously. Britt responds to this in L06 with a request 
for reconfirmation, built through the reuse of the verb har in Astrid’s previous turn and by referring back 
to Flæsk with a pronoun. The pitch trace is shown in Figure 8, rising 2.2 semitones on the first word and 
falling 3.5 on the last word after a 6.6 semitones downstep, i.e. a total pitch span of the utterance of 10.3 
semitones. Astrid then delivers a ja. As illustrated in Figure 9, this ja only rises very slightly with 1.7 semi-
tones which is only a small part of Astrid’s register. In this case then, the ja does not achieve a match with 
the preceding turn’s wide pitch span, but a mismatch. After a short pause, Astrid delivers a request for 
confirmation with interrogative syntax and negatively formulated, that Britt has not seen it based on in-
ference form the preceding context. This displays Astrid’s understanding of Britt as being previously un-
knowing about the matter, but the type of question prefers a response that goes against what is obvious in 
the immediately preceding context (Heinemann 2008), putting Britt in a delicate situation. While Britt 
does not end up accounting for this as they go back to discussing Liam’s once long hair, the question 
treats her stance expressed in her request for reconfirmation as something that should be accounted for, 
i.e. Astrid expected Britt to be knowing, which means that she does not in this case share Britt’s astonish-
ment. This is the opposite pattern of excerpt (2), where it is the reconfirmation-seeker that requests an 
account of the new information, while in this example it is the answering part that keeps the reconfirma-
tion-seeker accountable for expressing an unshared astonished stance in a reconfirmation sequence. 

The next example shows that non-astonished prosody questions are not treated as astonished: 
 

Figure 9 Figure 8 
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 AULing | SofaSladder | ja_100 
01    AST: +∙h >jeg tror han blev lidt< forn+ærmet jesper↘  

     I think he became a little insulted NAME 
bri  +looking behind the sofa---------+lifts head, looks tow. AST 

02     (0.4)  
03    AST: eller han blev fornærmet↘  

or he did become insulted 
04    BRI: gjorde han→  

did he 
05    AST: a→  

yes 
06     (0.3)  
07    BRI: over hvad  

at what 
08    AST: over han ik ø: fik lov til at ko☺mme med i videoen☺↘  

that he didn't uh get permission to be in the video 
 
This recording is from early in the conversation, and before the excerpt starts, the participants have dis-
cussed some people they see out the window. Astrid now introduces a new topic in L01, stating that she 
thinks that a commonly known third person Jesper became insulted or offended. What is clear from other 
parts of the conversation, is that Astrid attended the shooting of a music video, and Britt knows about 
this. Apparently, Jesper was supposed to participate (cf. L08). After some silence, she reformulates her 
statement prefacing it with eller ‘or’ (Lerner & Kitzinger 2015), upgrading by dropping the framing as 
something she ‘thinks’ and adding stress to the finite verb. Britt responds to this with a repetitional for-
mat in L04, reusing han from the previous turn with the pro-verb gjorde (past tense of gøre). This is de-
livered without any significant pitch span, with only 1.7 semitones from the highest to the lowest point 
around the middle of Britt’s register (Figure 10). The responding ja falls 2.1 semitones to the middle of 
Astrid’s register (Figure 11), which is more than the preceding turn, but contrary to the previous tokens it 
is not rising. Both utterances are spoken in a slightly low voice. After a third of a second, Britt inquires 
into what made Jesper insulted in L07, and Astrid answers. 

 
Figure 10 
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Figure 11 

This example shows a non-astonished request for reconfirmation. Britt’s further pursuit of information in 
L07 shows that the question was expecting more than a ja, and was thus not expressing a stance and pre-
ferring a match. 
 
4.1.3 Interim discussion 
This practice consists of a first pair part and a second pair part, between which the prosodic matching 
takes place. The first pair part is formatted in ways comparable to the “modified repeats” in Stivers (2005) 
by using pronouns and repeated verbs or pro-verbs (however, it is less clear to what extent the use of 
stress is comparable, which is why I have not called the format “modified”), but does not occur in the 
same sequential position, since it itself is designed to received a response – a second pair part. Still, the 
whole sequence is responding and taking a stance towards something preceding, and it is thus best de-
scribed as a post expansion sequence inserted after another adjacency pair (Schegloff 2007). 
 Actionwise it can be categorized as a type of repair (Schegloff, Jefferson & Sacks 1977) along with 
a number of other repeat-formats (Robinson 2013), because it points towards some trouble or problem in 
the preceding talk, but in this case the problem is not related to hearing, but with expectation or believing. 
The practice is very like the astonished repair initiations in German described in Selting (1996), but those 
repair initiatons are often followed or expected to be followed by dealing more explicitly with discussing 
the problem of understanding. While the interest here is the token responses and this description does 
not account for all requests of confirmation, it is shown that a rising ja is treated as a proper response to 
an astonished request for reconfirmation. But where Selting (1996) shows how astonished prosody is used 
on different repair formats to distinguish them from non-astonished stances, this shows how astonished 
prosody is used in such contexts on different response tokens to match (or not) a previous astonished re-
quest for reconfirmation. With Selting’s (1996) distinction between the astonishment component and con-
tent component as elements that such questions should deal with, the astonishment component is dealt 
with through the prosody, while the content is dealt with through the lexical response token – which in 
these cases are always confirming, but different tokens dependent on polarity.  
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In the study of this practice with a first pair part, I have only included those reconfirmation se-
quences where the requesting was accomplished with a pro-form repeat delivered with a wide pitch span. 
This means I have not taken into account those with the same format, but without the wide pitch span, 
but also not those where the reconfirmation-seeker makes a verbatim repeat of the whole previous utter-
ance or a phrase in it. ‘Reconfirmation’ also does not mean that the statement has necessarily been previ-
ously confirmed through a request for confirmation, but in all the cases, it has been stated from a knowing 
position and not as questioning. 

Couper-Kuhlen (2012) discusses the “fittedness” of responses to story-telling, and considers that a 
response can relate to the preceding context prosodically and phonetically through matching or upgrading 
or downgrading. Ogden (2006) describes the phonetic-prosodic relation between agreement and disa-
greement in second assessments, and there the system is found to distinguish upgrading and downgrad-
ing through a wider or narrower pitch span, respectively, in relation to the first assessment. I propose that 
this system of responses to stance-taking requests for reconfirmation is best seen as a system of matching 
and mismatching, which also follows Bolden’s (2016:49) description of requests for confirmation in Rus-
sian. 

 Here, ja and nej seem to have comparable intonation contours and are both used for confirma-
tion. Confirmation seems to be specifically sought, in that the request for confirmation is adapted to the 
polarity of the assertion is reacts to. Epistemically, it seems that this sequence can be initiated as a re-
sponse to new information, either because the new information is the result of a question, i.e. is elicited, 
or because it goes counter to existing knowledge. At the time of the request for reconfirmation however, 
the requester is partially knowing, since the information has just been provided. 
 
4.1.4 Positive stance in other contexts 
In various contexts, it is possible to utter a ja or nej with high or rising intonation to convey a positive 
stance towards the sequential implicativity of the action of the token. In the previous section, I showed 
how this was used and expected in one specific prosodic and sequential context, but in this section I show 
a rising ja and nej as displaying a positive stance in other contexts. 

In example (7), Astrid and Britt have been talking about going to a performance. Astrid has just men-
tioned that she considers taking the following day off so she can stay late, but now she proposes instead to 
sleep at Britt’s place. 
 

 AULing | SofaSladder | ja_127 
01 AST: (je hå:-) tror jeg spørger om jeg +ka: (.) få fri 

(i hope) think I ask  if I can be free 
ast                                   +turns head, gaze out of window 

02 AST: næste dag↘ (.) så ka vi ☺blive der lidt☺  
  the next day  then we can stay there a bit 
03    (0.2)  
04 AST: ☺længere☺→  
    longer 
05  (0.3)  
06 AST: +.h æ:j↘+  
      hey 

ast   +turns head, gaze to B+ 
ast   +puts hand up from couch+ 
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07     +(0.3)  
ast   +points at B+ 

08 AST: jeg ku oss sove hos dig→  
  i could also sleep at your place 
09 BRI: ja↗  
  yes 
10     +(0.8)  

ast   +takes hand down, looks out of window 
11 BRI: [f satan→  
   for satan 
12 AST: [°ska vi°  
    should we 
13     (0.2)  
14 AST: +°ska vi gøre det°+↗  
  should we do it 

bri  +B nods lightly---+ 
 
In lines 01-04, Astrid is considering to ask for 
a day off from work so that they can stay at the 
event the night before a little longer. After 
this, she delivers a sudden æ:j, followed by 
pointing at Britt. Now another proposal, to 
sleep at Britt’s place, is delivered. The ja re-
sponding to it (confirming, agreeing or accept-
ing the proposal) is delivered with a rise of 6.9 
semitones (Figure 12). After a pause of 0.8 
seconds, Britt delivers a (f)satan, an exclama-
tion that also assesses the proposal positively. 
Then Astrid moves on to discuss whether to 
commit doing it and practical matters. 
 In this case, the positive stance on the 
ja is evident in Britt’s following exclamation 
(L11). It is also worth noting that Astrid does 
not treat the ja as properly agreeing and com-
mitting to actually have the sleepover, i.e. she 
primarly interprets it as displaying a positive 
stance. In this instance, the positive stance 
might be matching a positive stance already evi-
dent in Astrid, through her use of ‘hey’ to direct 
attention to something sudden – her new idea – and thus interesting, which furthers the sociality of the 
two friends. The pointing to Britt might also be sign of an expectation that she will take a positive stance 
towards the idea. As the one whose place they will be staying at, Britt has deontic rights (Stevanovic & 
Peräkylä 2012) regarding the actual decision, but the ja is not treated as accomplishing those, as they are 
sought later (L12-14 and after the excerpt). 

Figure 12 
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With a positive stance already present in Astrid, the instance can be seen as part of a sequence as 
in the previous reconfirmation examples. However, here the token is not delivered by the owner of some-
thing that is introduced into the conversation, but as a response to a proposal that was first presented by 
the other speaker. 

The next example is from the same conversation and also illustrates a case of something further-
ing social activity between the speaker, but in this case through nej and disconfirmation (or denying): 

AULing | sofasladder | nej_094 
01   BRI: vi ska °alt°så snart derned= 

we should PRT soon go there 
02   ?: =(mhr)  
03 (0.4)  
04  BRI: ∙mt [hvis] du har lys[t det megahyggeligt]

  if you want    it's super cozy  
05   AST:   [ja  ]   [koster det penge↗ h] 

  yes    does it cost money 
06   BRI: +nej -h [huh

  no 
 bri +shakes head

07   AST: 

08   BRI: 

  [gør det ikk↗
         doesn't it 
ne%j:↗ [he .h 

  no 
09   AST:  [åh::: 

 oh: 
 ast   %raises arms and opens palms 

Astrid and Britt are discussing another situation where they could go out, which Britt regularly attends. 
Britt asserts that they should go there soon. After a pause, Astrid responds and displays some interest 
with ja in L05, but at the same time Britt adds ‘if you want’ 
(L04) to her previous statement, which makes it more relevant 
for Astrid to respond through stating it as her ‘want’. This is 
followed by a positive assessment of it as ‘super cozy’, being a 
reason for Astrid to want to come. Astrid, after her initial in-
terest through ja, then wants to know whether the event costs 
money (and has previously mentioned that she has no 
money), which she requests in overlap with Britt’s assessment. 
This poses a threat for the possible gathering, in that a cost 
might mean that Astrid cannot go. However, Britt disconfirms 
with a nej. This nej is delivered with a rising intonation of 7.4 
semitones and lasts 194 ms, as shown in Figure 13. It moves 
from the middle of her register to the top. This cancels the 
threat and furthers the project of socializing. What happens 

Figure 13
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afterwards, is an astonished reconfirmation sequence (see excerpt (2) for the analysis of it), which gets 
confirmed and followed by a receipt in the shape of an åh, a prosodically modified ‘oh’, by Astrid. 
 Just like the previous example was the introduction of a proposal with a positive stance towards, 
here the token provides new information and a positive stance towards (the implications of) it. Britt’s pos-
itivity can be seen in her following laughter syllables (L03), but also in her stance-matching with Astrid’s 
request for reconfirmation. Astrid also reacts to it by taking a positive stance, with the initiation of the re-
confirmation sequence, but more clearly in her receipt in that sequence being a åh: accompanied by al-
most waving her hands. 
 In the next example, a rising ja aligns with a positive stance in a positive assessment. B and A are 
eating together in a dorm room and discussing food (a third person is cooking behind them, not talking in 
this part): 
 

 AULing | kollegie | ja_024 
01   B: °m° jeg fik oss lige sån <to bøffer>↗  
      I also just got such two beefs 
  (0.3)  
02   B: græske bøffer af min mor↘  
  greek beefs from my mother 
03     (0.3)  
04   A: ej[hh  
  PRT 
05   B:   [så nu har jeg noget til aftensmad→  
     so now I have something for dinner 
06   B: YA:y hh [ha ha .hhh          ]  
07   A:         [fuck hvor lækkert du] ska ha <kød>→  
           fuck how delicious you are having meat 
08   B: ja:=   
  yes 
09   A: =så har man virkelig noget godt til aftens*mad*↘  
   then you really have something good for dinner 
10   B: *aer* 

     yeah 
 
Here, B informs that she re-
ceived two greek beefs from 
her mother. A responds to this 
with ej, doing an assessment 
(Tholstrup 2014), but B adds 
that she now, after receiving 
the beefs, has something for 
dinner. This is already marked 
as something positive through 
her subsequent yay and 
laughter in L06. A then deliv-
ers an explicit assessesment of 
it as lækkert ‘delicious’, 
marked through fuck hvor 

Figure 14 
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‘fuck how’ as assessment and adds the specification that is is about that B is having meat. The shift in ref-
erence makes it relevant for B to respond, and she then uses the rising ja to agree with this. Here, the ja is 
delivered with a rising intonation of around 8.3 semitones2. After this, A continues her assessment, relat-
ing it more specifically to being dinner. 

In this example, the positive stance becomes relevant in an assessment sequence, where it 
achieves agreement. 

In the next example, the ja comes in a less appropriate place and is a deviant case. It is a phone 
conversation where Maren has called to talk to Mona, but Johanne took the phone and they have been 
talking up until this point where Maren requests Mona: 

 AULing | hilsen | ja_006 
01   MAR: så men ø:h er a- mona hjemme↗ 

  so but uhm is a- Mona home 
02   JOH: ↑ja hun er så↘= 

  yes she is 
03   MAR: må jeg låne hende et øjebli[k↘ 

can I borow her a moment 
04   JOH:   [*ja: det ka du* ↑tro↗ 

  yes you can 
05   MAR: oka:y→ [°(v]e)° 
06   JOH:  [du ] får hende lige↗ 

  you'll get her straightaway 

Here, Maren initiates an utterance in L01 marked with så men ø:h ‘so but uh’ as being disjunct from the 
previous talk. The utterance is formulated as a yes/no-interrogative, requesting confirmation of whether 
or not Mona is home. This is a pre to getting to talk to Mona, a usual and recognizable action in phone 
conversations, which makes it a rele-
vant response to hand it over to Mona. 
Johanne does not immediately do so, 
but does confirm that Mona is availa-
ble, not only with a token ja, but also 
through a pro-form repeat. The ja 
rises 6.1 semitones to being very high 
in her register and staying there for 
the rest of her utterance with no audi-
ble break between ja and the rest. Ma-
ren follows up with the request ex-
plicit, which is very clearly marked 
without any stance-taking prosody. 

Here, Johanne is expressing a 
positive stance with no positive con-
text and no alignment from the other 
speaker – earlier in the conversation, 
there has been several things about which the participants did display positive stances towards, but now a 

2 The register has not been determined for this speaker because more transcription is needed. 
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new sequence has started. Johannes turn in L02 with a rising ja fits the preceding request in the sense 
that it does confirm, but it does not fulfill the project that such confirmation strongly implies. And with 
the rising ja and a declarative confirmation, she is overdoing the confirmation without taking the conse-
quences. This and the stance-taking is treated as irrelevant by Maren as she, in a lower pitch and volume 
and with a lesser pitch span, enforces the practical matters by explicitly request the switch to another 
speaker. Brøcker (2015) analyzes this instance as an example of teasing. 
 
4.1.5 Concluding summary 
The practice has already been described as a response to a specific first pair part. However, it seems that 
the token can also be used for affiliation in other contexts, and that its absence it accountable. 
 
4.2 Disalignment-projecting prolonged token 
Prolongation is another feature that is known to occur on ja (Steensig 2015) projecting disalignment, and 
in this chapter I will analyze how it is treated as a practice. This practice is interesting because of the dif-
ferent contexts and sequential positions it can occur in. In this chapter, I first analyze instances of pro-
longed ja as a practice to project disalignment in second position and continuer position. I then analyze 
instances of prolonged nej in usages that might be doing the same as the disalignment-projecting ja to re-
flect on the use of a shared practice across tokens.  
 There are some points of attention about working with lengthening in interaction. The tokens 
themselves will be measured in milliseconds, but as noted above, this absolute measurement does not 
take into account the extent to which the measured stretch of talk is hearable as prolonged in a given con-
text, since this depends on the pace of speech in this context. When possible, I will take the surrounding 
context into account, usually by showing surrounded segments in the Praat picture to be able to compara-
tively assess the length of the token vs. the length of surrounding segments and words. On the other hand, 
the prolonged token also stands in contrast to a non-prolonged one in the same position. These are usu-
ally short, and the average duration of ja is 202 ms based on 61 occurences and nej 246 based on 33 in-
stances that could be reliably measured. This provides a baseline for comparison. The final thing is that I, 
as part of collecting the instances and as a native speaker of Danish, have heard all these as being pro-
longed. In this chapter, I will also display the pitch trace when possible, but the contours do not seem to 
be uniform, and is then shown not to be part of this practice. 
 In this chapter, I first analyze instances of prolonged ja and how they seem to disalign or disaffili-
ate in their context, and then consider some possible instances of prolonged nej. The analyses of ja are 
organized after sequential position: first in occurrence in second position, then in continuer position. 
 
4.2.1 Prolonged ja in second position 
The first example illustrates disalignment in the sense that an answer does not fit the expectations in a 
previous request for information. Three women are sitting around a table, and Kirsten has told that a cou-
ple, that all speakers in this conversation seem to know, are going travelling for four months. 
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Samtalebanken | sam3 | omfodbold | ja_040 
  ((Ann has just gotten up from her chair, after which Kirsten 

  shifted her gaze towards Lis)) 
01    KIR: +å så hen til efteråret↘

  and continue until autumn 
ann   +standing up, reaching something out of camera

02    ANN: hva  s[ka   de   så]↗ 
what will they then 

03    LIS:   [ta:k   ska  ] du  ha→ 
  thanks must  you have 

04   +hvor ska de hen→
 where will they go to 

ann  +takes a step backwards tow. chair
05    KIR: ja: [rundt(en) om]kring [altså ]↘ 

ye:s round   ar ound   well  
06    ANN:   [xmxn    s:] 
07    LIS:   [(am) d]e får jo gratis 

 (but) they get PRT free 
08     flyveture +måske→ 

flights maybe 
ann  +sits down on chair

In L01, Kirsten is ending her description of the time the couple will be travelling. Ann delivers a question 
about what the couple will do during their travelling, but this is not picked up on, and Ann seems to be 
enganged in a different activity, as she is standing up and handling something outside the camera, while 
Kirsten’s gaze is directed towards Lis, whose gaze seems to be directed at Kirsten. In overlap with Ann’s 
question, Lis expresses surprise towards the length of their travelling with ta:k ska du ha, lit. an expres-
sion for ‘thank you’, but here delivered with extra length on tak ‘thanks’ and placed in a context where 
there is no action to thank for, achieving surprise. Lis then continues talking and makes a request for in-
formation about the couple’s destionation during their trip in L03. The request is marked as such with the 

Figure 15
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interrogative adverbial hvor ‘where’, but it also contains the adverb hen, which is also locative and sug-
gests a specific location. As a response, Kirsten delivers a prolonged ja, followed by saying that they are 
travelling rundt omkring “around”. 

The ja and following rundt omkring is shown in Figure 15 with measurements of each syllable below 
the transcription. The pitch trace is only shown for ja. As shown the ja here is longer than half a second 
with 563 ms. While this is so long that it would be a prolongation on most syllables, the rest of her utter-
ance provides a contextual comparison. The longest word in her utterance, rundt ‘round’, is more than 
200 ms shorter, and the remaining words are even shorter, which clearly marks the ja as prolonged here. 
The pitch on the ja falls 2.9 semitones from the highest point just after the glide to the end, starting in the 
middle of Kirsten’s register. 

Lis request for information constructed with hvor […] hen ‘where […] to’ is done as a specifying ques-
tion (Thompson, Fox & Couper-Kuhlen 2015:20), seeking the location of the mentioned trip. While 
Kirsten’s answer is a phrasal adverbial denoting location, it does not locate any specific destination and 
thus does not provide the answer that was sought. The problem is that Kirsten cannot answer with a spe-
cific location as suggested by Lis’ question format. The ja is part of signaling that Kirsten has to turn to 
other formatting than the question suggests, and thus disalign, with the question and marks its assump-
tions as wrong. This is also evident in the use of the turn-final altså used to preface departures from pro-
gressivity (Heinemann & Steensig 2018 , who notes that features of turn-initial use seem to be shared with 
other uses, p. 452). Lis seems to understand the inability to answer appropriately when enquires into 
whether they get ‘free flights’ in plural (since one part of the couple is a pilot) in L07, understanding that 
the trip will consist of several destinations. Here then, the ja prefaces and is part of treating a question as 
not being answerable in the appropriate format, and disaligns in the sense that the response is not in-
formative and thus not doing answering.  

While the previous example illustrates the practice in a context where a token response or (dis)confir-
mation was not expected, the next example illustrates a context where those are the possible responses. 
Excerpt (12) is from the back room of a small second hand shop, where three women talk during a lunch 
break. 
 

 AULing | GENBRUGS | degamle1 | ja_018 
((Anna and Birthe are sitting across each other and looking  
at each other, Anna has her hands folded together with elbows  
on the table)) 

01   ANN: teatergruppen de havde så spist deroppe→  
   the theater group they had then eaten up there 
02    (0.4) 
03   BIR: det gjorde i ikk↗  

   youPL didn't do it 
04    (0.5) 
05   ANN: nej vi tog da hjem↘  

 no we went PRT home 
06   BIR: hvorfo:r↗  
  why 
07    (0.6) 
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08   ANN: +n*e:jm* nu %havde jeg jo:↘  
   no but now I had PRT 
     ann +leans back, elbows off table, touches glasses 
     bir             %puts spoon into mouth, then down on plate 
09    +(1.1) 
     ann +gaze away from table, tow. floor besides her 
10   ANN: havde sån lige til å +varme å °sån n*oget* så:°↘  
  had just something to heat up and such so 
     ann                      +gaze to Birthe 
11   BIR: mjæ >det (ka du da< gh) varme i da:g↗  
  yeah (you can PRT) heat it up today 
12   ANN: +°*ja:*°'a 
     ye:s 
     ann +turns head to the right, gaze away from Birthe  
13    (0.4) 
14   ANN: °ne:j°  
  no  
15    +(2.0) 
     ann +looks back at Birthe 
16   BIR: (vi har fået) frikadeller i går↗  
  we had meatballs yesterday  
 
Anna has been telling about what she did with her theater group the day before and how long it lasted. 
She has just told that she went home around lunch time, and in L1, she mentions that the theater group 
ate at the place they were. Now Birthe has understood this to mean that Anna did not eat with them, 
which she requests confirmation of (L03) and then gets (L05) together with an explicit statement by Anna 
that she (and others) went home. Birthe then solicits an account with a plain ‘why’, which here shows 
some disalignment or disagreement already (Bolden & Robinson 2011:99). Anna continues the disagree-
ment with n*e:jm* (a contraction of ‘no but’) and then delivers the account that she had leftovers at home 
she could heat (L08-10). Now Birthe challenges this by suggesting that Anna did not have to heat the left-
overs then, but could have done that today instead. This is done with rising intonation and it is relevant 
for Anna to (dis)confirm this. 
 Then Anna delivers a prolonged ja. The spectrogram and soundwave is shown in Figure 16 to-
gether with a segmentation that includes the last words of Birthe’s utterance just before the ja. There is no 
pitch trace since the ja is delivered with creaky voice, and it is possible in the spectrogram to see some ir-
regularity in the pulses, especially in the middle part of the ja. It is very low during the first two-thirds, 
but then glottal constriction is created and released as a louder burst in the end, visible especially in the 
soundwave. The total duration of the ja is 451 ms, and thus almost half a second. This is quite long in it-
self, but slightly longer than Birthe’s da:g just before, which is also lengthened. This is not unexpected 
due to it being placed turn-finally and having undergone final lengthening. Compared to the preceding 
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varme i, the ja is longer than both3 syllables combined, in which the first one contains a phonologically 
long vowel, and the ja should then be seen as prolonged. 

 
Figure 16 

 
The ja is followed by 0.4 seconds of silence. The ja is audibly finished especially because of the burst, 
which means that Birthe (or another) could take the turn, even if the silence does not last that long. No 
one does take the turn, and this might be due to Anna’s gaze being directed away from the other partici-
pants, suggesting she is not finished. The others might also be chewing the food in their mouths (however, 
this food did not stop Birthe from uttering L11), but Anna utters a low (and possibly prolonged) nej, re-
jecting the idea of heating the food a day later. At this point, she also turns her gaze back towards Birthe. 
The silence can be taken as orientation to the prolonged ja as not in itself responding sufficiently to 
Birthe’s statement, but Anna’s gaze behavior can also be taken as such an orientation. However, more si-
lence occurs afterwards, but then Birthe informs what she ate the day before, turning it into a discussion 
about their food. 
 In this case, the prolonged ja comes in a situation where it is relevant for Anna to confirm or dis-
confirm, because Birthe’s previous turn is a (challenging) suggestion. Anna’s prolonged ja is not treated as 
a sufficient response, but prefaces a plain disconfirmation with nej. Anna could instead at this point have 
admitted Birthe’s and/or offered further accounts for her choices, but the disconfirmation also rejects 
participating in Birthe’s project of discussing these matters. The disalignment here is then not only in 
terms of prefacing disconfirmation where confirmation is relevant, but also in the speaker’s working 
against discussing a particular topic. Anna’s disinterest in Birthe’s project might also be seen in L08, as 
she leans back and becomes more far from Birthe, and through her use of n*e:jm* and jo and å sånoget in 
L10 (Pedersen 2014) to invoke the matters as something obvious or recognizable. After the nej, Birthe 
seems to treat Anna as not having more on the topic by offering a new one. 

                                                             
3 The orthography suggests that varme consists of two syllables, but in spoken language this is not the case. 
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The next example shows not plain rejection or disagreement, but an initial agreement followed by 
an exception in what has been positively assessed. Agnes has been to a session with a guest teacher from 
Iran about non-Western musical traditions and is explaining what she has written for the exam: 

AULing | mandariner | ja_019 
((Britt is holding a tube of cream)) 

01   AGN: å så har jeg skrevet noget med jam°en altså°↘ 
and then I have written something about well PRT 

02 (fordi) de har meget en °en° ↑mundtlig tradition↘ 
(cause) they have very much a an oral tradition 

03   å her i %vesten °ha- *l*-° lærer vi meget ved å læse 
and here in the West    we learn a lot by reading 

  bri   %touches lips-> 
04   i ↑bøger å ved å::→ .hhhhhhh 

in books and by: 
05   ved å: ffh °*fanden*° +altså læse musik→ 

by:          damn   well read music 
  agn +gaze to Britt

06 (0.2)  
07   AGN: fra noder (.) [hvor at de]: udelukkende har sån en: 

from sheets  where they   only has such a 
08   BRI:   [mm↗   ] 
09   AGN: +mesterlæ%retradition+ ↑[der]nede så↘ .hhh %°så-°

apprenticeship tradition down there so uh so
10   BRI:   [ja↗] 

  yes 
  agn +throws fruit peel---+
  bri   ->%hand away from mouth, to cream   %touches lips 

11 (0.5) 
12   AGN: den udvikler sig hele tiden↘ *å*å så det (.) lidt det 

it develops all the time     and then that's slightly 
13   %de[r problemet]↘    [.hhhh 

 the problem 
14   BRI:   [det da  ret] spændend[e↘ 

  that's PRT quite exciting 
  bri %hand away from lips 

15 (0.3) 
16   AGN: %ja: bortset fra at det ka du:% (.) du 

 yes except that you               you 
  bri %puts cream on table          %touches lips 

17 ka jo overhovedet ikk nå <å komme ind> 

18  
      PRT can't at all get into 
       i  den tradi%tion på fem% timer↗ 

that tradition in five hours 
  bri   %grabs chair%leans slightly forward 

19   BRI: .mt ej↗ 
  no 
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20     (0.3)  
21   BRI: nejnej↘  

    nono 
22   AGN: altså å det jo et problem fordi  

    well and that's a problem because 
 
In L01-05 Agnes tells about her exam topic being about how Western music tradition is different from the 
one presented by the guest teacher. Having established the dichotomy between the Western written tradi-
tion and non-Western oral one after fra noder ‘from sheets’, Britt utters a continuer mm (Gardner 1997) 
in L08, after which Agnes elaborates on the non-Western tradition. After describing it as an ‘apprentice-
ship tradition’ in L09, Britt utters a ja as a continuer. She goes on to describe the tradition as constantly 
developing. After this, Agnes assesses those features as being ‘the problem’ in L12-13. She is doing so 
slightly hesitating: she starts with a “slow” å ‘and’ in the sense that is starts creaky, and after så det ‘then it 
(is)’ she makes a short pause. At this point, the turn can be heard as a possible assessing action through så 
det being hearable as a copula construction, but in this context it could almost as likely be continued de-
scription of the non-Western tradition. It is not finished though, because of this and because of the gram-
mar projecting more (such as an assessment term) to come. After the pause, Agnes continues by adding 
lidt ‘a little’, which may be downgrading the assessment, and then det der problemet ‘the thing that’s the 
problem’. It is possible to see the sentence cleft as another delay mechanism, but by called the facts she 
has just told, ‘the problem’, she finishes the construction of the assessment which, because of the negativ-
ity in problem, turns out to have negative valency, contrary to the enthusiasm towards the topic that she 
has expressed earlier. However, just before the assessment term problemet is produced, Britt initiates a 
positive assessment of the same facts in L14 with the word spændende ‘exciting’, resulting in overlapping 
assessments of the same things.  

It is after this, that Agnes delivers a prolonged ja followed by bortset fra ‘except’. In Figure 17, the 
ja and some words after it is shown, with each syllable segmented and measures in ms. The ja lasts 317 
ms, during which it falls 3.3 semitones measure from the peak just after the glide to the end. The ja is not 
much longer than fra ‘from’, measuring 279 ms. However, ja is double the duration of each syllable in 
bortset and at. The duration on fra can also be explained since this is stressed (marked with underlining 
in the transcript), and seems to be marked with stød. The boundary between fra and at ‘that’ is not clear 
however, since the vowels are not far from each other and at is somewhat lower in volume, and I believe 
my segmentation could have been placed earlier, making the fra measurement shorter. Nonetheless, the 
fra itself is longer than the syllables surrounding it except ja, and because of that and the stress, it is fair 
to call it long. With the ja being the same length as fra, it should then also be regarded as long. In this 
case then, the ja is not as extremely long as we saw in previous cases, but it is just as long as a(nother) 
phonologically long vowel.  
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Figure 17 

So after L14, the situation is so that both have delivered an assessment. One assessment makes a 
second assessment relevant. Another issue is that it is not clear why Agnes would assess a topic she is 
clearly happy about negatively, and the use of a definite form problemet suggest that more will come that 
clarifies this, as a type of cataphoric reference (Pedersen 2015a). Agnes needs to deal with both these is-
sues, and by the end of Britt’s assessment, her inbreath signals that she will talk soon. She responds with a 
prolonged ja, and by using a token with positive polarity in response to a positive (both in terms of polar-
ity and valency) assessment, she agrees. However, this agreement is soon shown to only be token agree-
ment, since the following talk is clearly marked as going against the preceding through bortset fra ‘ex-
cept’. But at this point, Agnes has dealt with responding to Britt’s assessment. The following talk then 
clarifies the problem: that the duration of the session was not big enough to properly cover the topic. This 
is formulated as a generic statement with the singular 2nd person du instead of e.g. the generic pronoun 
man, which makes it relevant for Britt to relate to the statement, which she does by receipting it with ej, 
matching with the negative polarity in the previous utterance because of the ikk comparable to nej. After a 
short pause, she then utters a nejnej ‘no no’, a reduplicated nej. This is still matching in polarity, and thus 
works like jaja in this context, marking the previous as problematic or not being necessary to be said. Af-
ter this, Agnes goes on to further elaborate how only having five hours in the session is problematic, which 
turns out to be because the guest teacher was teaching the session based on the apprenticeship tradition. 

In this example then, ja disaligns in the sense that it achieves token agreement only, followed by 
an elaboration of an assessment that is in disagreement with the assessment that is being responded to. 
The assessment being responded to is treated as not fitting within the point – a negative assessment – 
that is about to be made. Britt seems to treat the rejection of her positive assessment as being unnecessary 
or too much through her later use of nejnej, orienting to the ja as not having done agreement.  
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In the next example, the prolonged ja is used to display resistance towards where the conversa-
tion is going because the answering part finds it embarrassing. Here, Britt has been talking with Astrid 
about a music video shooting, and has previously mentioned how she looked awful because of what she 
was wearing and that she had something in her face. 
 

 AULing | sofasladder | ja_017 
01   BRI: hh h hh (.) *der var o*ss mange gange +hvor det kun 
            there were also many times where it only 
     ast                                       +turns gaze to Britt 
02     var mig %å +luna der: ☺op å danse☺↗  
  was me and Luna who are up and dancing 
     bri         %nods while turning gaze tow. Astrid 
     ast            +smiles 
03     %(0.7)  
     bri %nods, looks away from Astrid 
04   AST: %☺er det bleven filmet☺↗=  
    was it filmed 
     bri %touches her face, then puts hand down and looks at Astrid 
05   BRI: =°j*:*:aer h° [he he he    ]°h h°  
   yeah 
06   AST:               [heh he he ha]  
07   AST: .h[:: +ej det glæder jeg mig [fandme til å se→  
       PRT I look damn forward to seeing it 
08   BRI:   [hhh                      %[KHeh he he  

          +hands beh. head, pulls hair over shoulders looking away 
                                %coughs in hand 

09   AST: hmfhh  
10     (0.3)  
11   AST: .fhn[n 
12   BRI:     [.mt jeg håber godt nok ikk det: m*e*get↗  
           I really hope it's not much 
 
Just before the excerpt, both have laughed at Britt’s description of her looks. In L01, Britt mentions that it 
sometimes was only her and another friend Luna dancing. Astrid then asks whether this was filmed, 
which can also be seen as interpreting the previous statement as being about what is in the music video, 
and since they are only two people, their embarrassing look will be clearly visible to the viewer. This ques-
tion expresses the idea that it will be possible for Astrid to watch it, including the embarassing features. 
Britt confirms this with a prolonged jaer. The jaer is shown in Figure 18. It is the longest example so far 
with 633 ms, and therefore I will not compare it with surrounding talk. However, I have segmented differ-
ent parts of the jaer. The prolongation seems to affect especially the [j] in this case. I have treated the first 
two thirds of the jaer as creaky in the segmentation in the figure, but it is possible to get a pitch trace of 
the first part, which is not irregular in the same way as the middle part. The trace did not seem as reliable 
as necessary, since Praat gives different results on where the frequency is depending on small settings, 
and often places the frequency way below (around 100 Hz, slightly falling) what was the minimum in 
Britt’s register sample (171 Hz). While the creak is not as clear as in the middle part, it can be heard as 
such and is currently the most reliable explanation. The last part contains the vowel (some of which 
started already during the middle creaky part), and in this case it is a diphthong jaer. This part is not 
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creaky, and as a clear rise of 9.3 semitones from below the mid of her range to above. The jaer does con-
firmation, which makes a progression towards letting Astrid see the video, as Britt’s request for confirma-
tion can be seen as a pre-request to see the video, and thus goes against Britt’s hope not to be too much 
exposed in this embarrassment. 

 
Figure 18 

 
Astrid’s question in L04 is thus a first pair part, while Britt’s token is responding to it in second position. 
As described, the confirmation that Britt achieves with the token, is a move towards a situation where 
Astrid can see the video. Astrid is interested in seeing the it, which she displays when she is describing 
how she ‘hopes’ to see it in L07, marked as an assessment with ej (Tholstrup 2014) and underscored with 
the exclamative and swear word fandme ‘damn’. Britt, on the other hand, is not interested in letting Astrid 
see the video because it is embarrassing for Britt to be seen the way she looked in it. This was described by 
Britt as such before the excerpt, but is also evident in L12, when she expresses a hope about the availabil-
ity of her looks in the video, that ‘its not much’. Britt’s interest in not showing is then the reason why she 
chooses a prolonged token, because she disaligns with Astrids project of getting to watch the video, and 
disaffiliates with Astrid’s stance that the video and the embarrassing features will be fun to watch. How-
ever, this case is different from the previous ones, in that it is not followed by disconfirmation, conces-
sions or downgrades of any kind. She cannot truthfully back this up with any disconfirmation, and her to-
ken thus does accomplish ‘full’ and aligning confirmation. The projected disalignment is then not in the 
action that has to be accomplished in this position, but about the speaker’s willingness in cooperating with 
questioner’s project. In this way, this use of the token is more like those in the next section, design-wise 
because it is also freestanding, but also because the disalignment or disaffiliation is not in itself achieved 
at the time of uttering the token, but has its consequences later. 
 An important note about this interaction is how they are teasing each others. That something is 
embarrassing is treated as entertaining already before the excerpt, and the resulting laughter from that 
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can be seen in the beginning L01. Britt’s turn after that is also treated as such through her smiley voice in 
L02, which is reciprocated by Astrid who was already smiling somewhat, but seems to intensify this 
around the same time as Britt’s smiley voice. Astrid also take on a smiley voice in L04 when she is asking 
the question, and the fact that they both laugh after the confirmation show that both treat the perspective 
on embarrassment as playful teasing among friends. The reason this is interesting is because of the into-
nation on the token and its steep rise. This makes it possible to see this as also using the practice for ex-
pressing a positive stance in the context, as described in the previous chapter. 
 Here, it was shown how a prolonged ja was used in second position. It seems to be used in situa-
tions where the token producer disaligns with the project that the first pair part is contained within – ei-
ther due to it being impossible (information requested in a format that it cannot truthfully be answered 
in) or because the token producer does not share a stance or interest with what is expressed in the first 
pair part. On the other hand, the use of ja seems to take into account the local expectations of the first pair 
part, such as through superficial agreement or actually accomplishing confirmation. 
 
4.2.2 Disalignment-projecting ja as a continuer 
The previous examples showed examples of clearly elicited response tokens where the disalignment oc-
curs after the token. In the next instances, the token is more clearly freestanding, while disalignment still 
occurs later, but participants can sometimes be seen as orienting to it as disaligning even before the dis-
alignment itself. In some of these cases, the prolonged ja is used at continuation-relevant points in inter-
action, and can be described as a continuer, but with a stance towards the project that is being continued. 

In the first example, Birthe has been talking about her relaxed perspective on her own health, and the 
excerpt starts where she is listing things she is doing for her health: 
 

 AULing | GENBRUGS | degamle2 | ja_020 
01   ANN: jaj[a↘ (de:t)] 
  oh yeah (it) 
02   BIR:    [å ved hva] af øvels[es så] derfor 
     and know what of exercises so therefore 
03   ANN:                        [ja:→ ]  
                          yes 
04   BIR: å holde dem væk å:  
  keeping them away and 
05     (.) 
06   BIR: .hh= 
07   ANN: =a[:men  
   yes but 
08   BIR:   [å passe på altid å være varmt klædt på→  
     and be careful always to be warmly dressed 
09   ANN: *ja:*↘  
  yes 
10     (0.5)  
11   BIR: ja:h→  
  yes 
12     (1.1) 
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13   BIR: sku man så*:*-  
  should one then 
14     (0.4)  
15     °(b*o:r*-)° 
16     (0.2)  
17   ANN: nø [man ska jo heller ikk] hænge sig 
  ne  one shouldn't hang oneself 
18   BIR:    [tænk om det så       ] 
      what if it then 
 
Birthe is again discussing with Anna, while the third woman does not talk. In L2-8, Birthe finishes her 
telling of what she is doing and what she believes to be enough to have a good enough health. Birthe is do-
ing this as part of her somewhat relaxed stance towards her own health, in that she does not want a blood 
sample to be taken of her. Earlier in the conversation, Anna has already expressed some concern or disa-
greement towards Birthe’s perspective on her health. Birthe’s telling is a listing of a number of things she 
is doing for her health, and that these things are simple and that she is fine, which is good enough for her. 

During this, Anna is already producing tokens in continuer positions, i.e. the ja in L03 and the 
a:men ‘well’ in L07. There is no orientation to the ja in L03as anything more than a continuer, but it is 
also prolonged, but in overlap, while a:men in L07, a form of jamen, is usually used to preface disalign-
ment (Steensig & Asmuß 2005; Pedersen 2015b), but Birthe continues in overlap with it. After Birthe pro-
duces another list item, Anna delivers a prolonged ja:. This is followed by half a second of silence, which 
is then followed by Birthe also producing a ja:h. Anna’s ja in L09 is the disaligning one of interest and is 
shown in Figure 19. It is 339 ms long, which is longer than the previous varmt ‘varmly’ and klædt 
‘dressed’, who are both phonologically long, while på ‘on’ is also long, which is unsurprising of the same 
reasons as the length of fra in Excerpt (13) and because of it’s turn-final placement. Være ‘be’ and the pre-
vious syllables are even shorter, but are more difficult to segment. I have not shown a pitch trace, since it 
sounds creaky, but the creak sounds like a falling contour.

 
Figure 19 

 
After both ja, more than a second of silence occurs. Birthe then seems to start another characterization 
and argumentation for her perspective on her health, thus treating Anna’s prolonged ja as a display of her 
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still not being convinced by Birthe and still open for discussion about it. However, what she produces is 
not finished before she becomes silent for 0.4 s, and says something incomprehensible. After this, Anna 
starts talking again, while Birthe also starts in overlap with Anna, but does not finish it. Anna’s talk argues 
against Birthe’s perspective on her health, and thus disaffiliates with her. 

Birthe’s ja:h in L11 sounds slightly different from Anna’s, in that it is pronounced breathy and is 
more likely to be a closing ja. I am here treating that as a separate practice that is not analyzed here, but I 
also observe this phenomena in Excerpt (26). It comes at an interesting place in the conversation though. 
Birthe’s prolonged ja can here be seen as a receipt or as a continuer, but in my collection, I have no clear 
examples of this practice being used or understood as a receipt, and comparable to the ja in L03 and in 
the next excerpt, continuation is a relevant action. However, Birthe’s ja:h in L11 as a topic closure and an 
attempt to end the discussion, is thus an orientation to Anna’s disalignment, and to Anna’s ja as not being 
a receipt in the sense of having understood and accepted Birthe’s arguments, only having heard the ja it-
self. When the silence suggests in L12 suggest that Anna is not going to treat the discussion as closed, 
Birthe orients to an upcoming disagreement by anticipating some discussion in L13. While Birthe’s point 
in L13-15 is not made clear, Anna does indeed start a counter-argument, showing her disagreement. 

This example illustrates an understanding of a prolonged ja as disaligning in the sense of not be-
ing persuaded by persuasion and disaffiliating by projecting upcoming disagreement. 

The next example contains another prolonged ja being used more clearly as a continuer in an ar-
gument with disagreement. Here, Hans and Jørgen have been discussing the situation of Danish agricul-
ture and the arguments presented in a recent article in a newspaper. They are in a kitchen together with a 
third person, who does not say anything during the excerpt: 

Samtalebanken | madlavning | ja_021 
01   JØR: klimaet >er jo sån set ganske udmærket< til [å dyrke noget↘  

the climate is actually quite well for cultivating something 
02   HAN:   [*ja*:men jørgen 

  yes but NAME 
03   HAN: øh nu- (0.7) for eksempel har jeg hørt at 

uhm now    for example I have heard that 
04     (0.6) 
05   HAN: +hvis man går ind å arbejder me:d med (.) foderudnyttelse→

if you go in and work wi:th with (.) feed utulisation
  jør +walks to sink and looks at it, washes hands

06 %(1.0)
  han %walks to sink, stands besides Jørgen

07   HAN: øger (tempoet)
raises (the tempo)

08 (0.3)
09   JØR: a:↗

yes
10   HAN: (der behøv+er du ikk rig- (.) tig) (.) +du ve:d

(there you don't real- (.) ly need) you: you can
  jor +away from sink, gaze to Hans+shakes head
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11   JØR: %jaja↘ [altså °(als °de:°])  
  yesyes  well (well they) 
12   HAN:        [de tjener (°jo°) f:em °e]° +femåtyve procent mindst→  
         they earn f:ive uh  twentyfive percent at least 
     jør %looks at hands, shaking water off them 
     han                                    +hand gesture 
13   JØR: %jojo↘ men- men de:t jo (.) det ka man jo stadigvæk 
   PRT   but- but that's-   you can still do that 
     jør %turns tow. Hans, but sideways down 
14  selvom man driver %landbrug↘  
  even if you run a  farm 
     jør                   %looks at Hans 
15   HAN: +%(nå/jo)jo↘ menæ- men altså:↘  
     PRT       but eh- but well 

    +walks away from sink 
  %walks away from sink 

 
Hans has presented the idea, based on the newspaper article, that all food production in Denmark could 
be closed and the money used for developing agriculture in other countries and other purposes. Here, 

Jørgen has been presenting one counter-argument in 
L01-02, having said before the excerpt that food pro-
duction is still a necessity and now saying that the cli-
mate (i.e. in Denmark) is fit for food production. Hans 
produces a ja:men followed by Jørgen’s name, and 
then a counter-argument. The ja:men marks upcoming 
disalignment (Steensig & Asmuß 2005) in the sense of 
disagreement, while the use of the recipient name can 
be seen as an appeal to agreement, marking that agree-
ment has not currently been reached and that more 
will come. The overlap is also part of the construction 
of this as an argument. The counter-argument in L02-
05 is about to make a point about feed utilization. 
Hans frames it as something he ‘has heard’, and thus as 
new information and not based on previous infor-
mation in the conversation or the original article. The 
use of the more technical word foderudnyttelse ‘feed 
utilization’ also seems to move the discussion to a more 
technical perspective, and might also be accommodat-

ing or doing recipient design based on the way Jørgen has discussed the subject before the excerpt. Dur-
ing this, Jørgens walks to the sink to wash his hands. In L05, as an object of what he has heard, Hans in-
troduces a subordinate clause with hvis ‘if’. The hvis-clause project a clause that is it embedded in, i.e. its 
‘consequence’, and is hearable as an unfinished turn at this point. A one second pause ensues, during 
which Hans walks closer to Jørgen to stand beside him by the sink, but Jørgen keeps looking down at the 
sink. Hans is not doing any kitchen-related activity in contrast to Jørgen, which also suggest that Hans is 
doing something important to the discussion and expecting displays of understanding or listening from 
Jørgen. Hans then delivers a specification or reformulation of a part of the previous hvis-clause, meaning 

Figure 20 
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that the consequence of the ‘if’ is still to come, making this a continuer position. The use of a reformula-
tion can also be seen as a move to seek response or eye contact from Jørgen. Now Jørgen utters a a, a ja 
without the glide, which is shown in Figure 20. Due to the audio quality of this recording, it is not possible 
to show a reliable pitch trace or a reliable segmentation of surrounding talk. In this case, I have measured 
the token to be only 308 ms long. This is slightly shorter than the previous examples, and comparable to 
some of the example of ordinary long vowels that was used for comparison in the other examples. The lack 
of a glide (and possible also the low volume of being away from the recording device) might contribute to 
it being shorter than others. However, I still hear it as long and I will argue that the participants treats it 
and thus hears it as disalignment-projecting like the others. 
  Afterwards, Hans adds in L10 what is supposedly the ‘consequence’ of the if-clause, but it is not 
completely clear what he is saying. However, he ends it with du ved  ‘you know’, which is an appeal to 
shared knowledge (Asmuß 2011) and thus an understanding that agreement has not been reached when 
Jørgen has uttered this ja and that there is still more to do. During the end of Hans’ turn, Jørgen finally 
looks at Hans, but makes his disagreement is visible with a headshake. After Hans’ turn, Jørgens responds 
to the appeal for shared knowledge with jaja, marking it as inapposite, dismissing the information that 
Hans is providing as something that works as a counterargument. Jørgen was about to continue with a 
altså-prefaced turn and thus further disalign (Heinemann & Steensig 2018), but stops as Hans has started 
a turn in overlap, stating what can be heard as the consequence of the hvis-clause as an effectivization. 
Hans seems to have argued against Jørgen’s point that food production is still necessary, by saying that it 
is possible to effectivize existing food production (i.e. that outside of Denmark that could be supported 
instead of that within). Jørgen has now finished washing his hands, turns so that he is facing Hans and 
not the sink, and utters a jojo (Lund 2017) followed by men ‘but’, showing token agreement and then 
states that ‘you can still do that’ in the scenario that he has been arguing for, downgrading Hans’ point as 
obvious and not a counter-argument. Jørgens finishes his point and looks at Hans, who then takes the 
turn with another particle preface that seem to mark disagreement. The argument continues, but at this 
point they both walk away from the sink and each other and also engage in kitchen-related activities. This 
part has thus been the climax of the argument through embodiment. 

In this case, the a is treated as a continuer by Hans continuing. It comes at a point where it could 
have been produced earlier and might have been sought, since the pauses before the a in L06 and L08 are 
longer than they could have been, and because of Hans’ reformulation in L07 and how he has moved 
closer to Jørgen. Jørgen a achieves a response in this context, but it is marked as not “buying” Hans’ argu-
ment, which we see in Hans’ use of ‘you know’, and as projecting disagreement, which later occurs as 
marked with jaja and jojo. Here then, a aligns in the sense of functioning as a continuer at a continuation-
relevant place, but disaffiliaties by avoiding some possible implications of accepting to understand, up-
holding disagreement. 

On the basis of this, it is not possible to find some co-occuring pattern of intonation on these to-
kens. In most cases, it is falling, but it is also not uncommon to occur with creaky voice. One example with 
rising intonation could be interpreted as suggesting that the intonation might be used for other practices, 
such as stance-related matters.  
 
4.2.3 Possibly comparative uses of nej 
It is less clear to what extent this practice is also used with nej. I will here focus less on showing the 
lengthening in context, but  
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A possible instance is in excerpt (17), where Preben and Thomas has just talked about Thomas re-
cently being sick. Preben has asked what it was, and Thomas has just stated that he had problems with his 
stomach and follows up on this with a general statement: 

Samtalebanken | sam2 | preben_og_thomas | nej_029 
01    THO: de:t kommer engang imellem hvor man li:ge 

it sometimes comes where one just 
02     (0.3) 
03    THO: får en tur med maven °jo°↘  

gets a trip with the stomach PRT 
04    PRE: .hh nå::↘ (.) en druktur eller hva(H)= 

  oh        binge drinking or what 
05    THO: =ne:j→= 

 no: 
06    PRE: =hh [HUH  hudr  ]↘ 
07    THO:   [det var det ing]engang desværre ikk denne gang↘ 

  it wasn't even that    sadly not this time 
08 PRE .hhh nå okay↗ 

  oh okay 

Here, Thomas states in L01-03 that it is a general thing to sometimes have a bad stomach, which was why 
he was recently sick. Preben receipts this with nå in L04 and jokingly follows it up with a formulation 
(Heritage & Watson 1979) that it was a case of going out to drink alcohol that caused Thomas’ sickness.  

Figure 21 
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Being a formulation, about Thomas and marked with eller hva ‘or what’ (Jørgensen 2015), it is relevant 
for Thomas to (dis)confirm it. With a prolonged nej he disconfirms it. Figure 21 shows the phonetic prop-
erties of the nej. It is 406 ms long and is in the middle of Thomas’ register, falling only slightly with 1.4 
semitones. This is followed by Preben laughing, in overlap with which Thomas adds a clausal disconfirma-
tion ‘it wasn’t even that’ and an assessment of it as ‘sad’ that that was not the case, thus marking Preben’s 
formulation as plausible. 

Preben delivers his formulation as a joke, marked with a final laughter syllable. However, 
Thomas’ response immediately disconfirms the proposal, without any laughter. Preben now produces 
laughter, upgrading the call for laughter in Thomas, who is unaffected by this and continues his disconfir-
mation in a clausal format and without providing what could be seen as an account for his disconfirma-
tion. His use if ‘sadly not this time’ appreciates the joke in a sense, suggesting it would be a plausible ex-
planation for another case of a bad stomach and this downgrading the disconfirmation somewhat, but 
does not treat it as a laughable. 
 In this case, the prolonged nej aligns in the sense of being type-conforming (Raymond 2003) and 
answering, but disaffiliates in the sense that Thomas does not participate in the laughter that Preben had 
been seeking. The use of a prolonged nej can be seen as projecting this disaffiliation or as backing down 
from the direct disconfirmation. It is different from many of the previous prolonged ja in the sense that it 
is not token disconfirmation. 
 The next example is from the same data, and Preben uses a prolonged nej as a proposal to an an-
swer to his own question. Thomas has been telling how the prisoners close to his home used to shop in a 
nearby shop, but now go to another shop: 
 

 Samtalebanken | sam2 | preben_og_thomas | nej_003 
01  THO: *ø:h* der var et større udvalg af varer vist↘ (.) jeg  
   uh   there was a bigger selection of goods PRT   i 
02    tror >det var< derfor→ 

 think that was why 
03    (0.8)  
04  PRE: jam smutter de så derop å handler eller hva *↓ne:j↗*  

 well do they go up there to shop or what      no: 
05  THO: ejm de blir kørt af: af fængselsbetje[n°tene]°↘  
  no but they are taken by: by the prison guards 
06  PRE:                                      [    ↓o]kay↗  
                                             okay 
 
In L01, Thomas accounts for why he believes the prison changed their deal with one shop to another. 
Preben, however, is puzzled to what extent prisoners shop in ordinary shops as being implied in the previ-
ous telling. He produces an understanding check, prefaced with jam to show that he is not fully following 
what has been said (Steensig & Asmuß 2005), and marked as a request for confirmation hereof with inter-
rogative syntax and eller hvad ‘or what’ (Jørgensen 2015). Using the word smutter ‘glide’, an informal 
term for going somewhere, stands in contrast to the fact that the people in question are prisoners and can-
not simply go as they please, which together with the eller hvad contributes to formulating the under-
standing as unlikely.  
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Preben utters 
a prolonged nej com-
pletely adjacent to the 
hva after this, as a 
candidate answer. 
This is shown in Fig-
ure 22 and measured 
as 517 ms long. No 
pitch trace is shown, 
since much of the to-
ken is creaky, and the 
nej contains a clear 
stød, which is what 
looks like a less loud 
part in the middle of 
the nej in the sound-
wave and spectro-
gram and why the 
nej can be heard as having two syllables. It is possible to hear a rise during the last part, but this might be 
an effect of coming out of the glottal closure of the stød. 

In this case, Preben’s prolonged nej is used to display that he is expecting a disconfirming re-
sponse, or more exactly a disaligning answer in the sense that he is interested in being explained how 
prisoners going shopping takes place, i.e. fixing a knowledge discrepancy (Steensig & Heinemann 2013), 
and not just in receiving a plain (dis)confirmation. Indeed, Thomas does provide a clarification that the 
prisoners are not “just going”, but being brought there by the prison guards, which includes a disconfir-
mation in ejm. Preben might be requesting more of this with his rising okay in L06 (Sørensen & Steensig 
in prep.), but the recording ends during this okay and it is not possible to see what Preben or Thomas 
does after this point. 

Here, nej is used to show that a question is designed to receive a disconfirming disaligning an-
swer. This can be seen as an orientation to use as prefacing such disaligning answers, but I have not yet 
come across clear instances of this. In this example, it does not seem like disaffiliation occurs, but this is 
also unlikely since it would mean that the Preben had to disaffiliate with himself. 
 
4.2.4 Concluding summary 
Here I have tried to show that a prolonged ja is used as a practice for disaligning and disaffiliation. It 
seems that the ja does or approximates aligning in a local and sequential context, as a continuer or as an-
swer to a question or assessment, but disaligns with the larger project that the preceding action is part of, 
prefacing disagreement and often disaffiliation with the speaker of the first pair part.  
 It was shown that these ja are systematically prolonged in the context they occur in and longer 
than non-prolonged ones. While a number of cases had a falling intonation, this was not clear as part of 
the phonetic make-up of the phenomena, since there were also ja with other contours or significantly af-
fected by creak. 

Figure 22 
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 Some cases of nej were also analyzed, and it seems that participants might use a prolonged nej in 
cases where they are disconfirming or downgrading from their disconfirmation as part of disalignment or 
disaffiliation, but the phenomena seems to be less frequent than its counterpart with ja. 
 The distinction between what I have treated as local alignment and disalignment or disaffiliation 
with a larger project also seems to be found in Lindström’s (1999:171) study on curled ja in Swedish, 
where it is described as projecting rather than accomplishing disalignment. These tokens are also pro-
longed, but described as having a slight rise towards the end (Lindström 1999:140). This is in contrast to 
some of my tokens, that seem to do the same while also being able to have a falling contour or being 
creaky.  
 
4.3 Neutral tokens 
In this chapter, I try to argue that in some contexts, a “neutral” response token – and only the token – is 
the appropriate response. These contexts are expected to show some type of “neutral” shape of the token, 
phonetically in the sense of being short in terms of durations, and level in terms of intonation. Steensig 
(2015) investigates freestanding ja as an appropriate response after yes/no-interrogatives, but I start from 
other contexts since such questions are known to accomplish several things in interaction and can be de-
signed to receive more than a token response (Steensig & Heinemann 2013). 
 The neutral shape of ja is seen as one that includes the glide and vowel, while a neutral shape of 
nej includes nasal and diphthong with stød. This is based on dictionary descriptions and are also the most 
frequent realization in the DanPASS corpus (DanPASS n.d.). This choice excludes jaer, a and ej (among 
other possibilities), some of which I have been including elsewhere in this study. I will show how those 
tokens have a flat intonation countour and are short. 

I will first analyze instances of neutral tokens as a practice for doing the aligning action in posi-
tions where continuers are expected. I will then try to widen the contexts I look at, and take into account 
displays of recognition and receipts. During this, I will analyze the existence or lack of a stance from the 
speaker of the token, and to what extent this is treated as enough. 
 
4.3.1 Continuers 
Example (19) illustrates ja as a mid-sentence continuer. A study group with three members is working on 
grammatical exercises about English article use, where they have to explain why there is an article or not. 
Here, they are trying to answer the lack of a definite article before the word Texas: 
 

 AULing | læsegruppe | ja_083 
01   CAJ: +jam det fordi alle ved- +hvo:r ↻altså det ikk 

     well it's because all know where well it's not 
     caj +leans forward over table+ 
02     %nærmere    %>defineret €det staten (af/er) 

     further      defined what the state (of/is) 
     alm %shakes head%looks at Cajsa 
     ber                         €puts hand under chin 
03     de:t< +texas↘ det ved alle hvor er 

    it's texas   that knows everyone where is 
     caj       +turns gaze to Alma 
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04 så det ikk nærmere præciseret↘ 
so it's not further specified 

05 (0.8)€  
  alm   €looks up from paper, tow. Cajsa  

06   CAJ: +n*e:j jeg* ved det sg°u ikk°
no I know it PRT not

  caj +turns gaze tow. Berit
07 €(1.2)

  ber €shakes head 
08   BER: jeg ved det hell[er %ikk↘] ANDet end at d]et 

  other than that it 
09 

        I neither know it
    CAJ:   [det  lyd]er bare forkert]

      it sounds just wrong 
  alm   %gaze to Berit, then to paper 

10   BER: måske nok er nogen af de +få:↘  
                                            maybe PRT is some of the few

    caj +C looks down tow. paper
11 (0.7)  
12   BER: eller nogen af de MANge↗  

or some of the many 
13 (0.2) 
14   CAJ: ja→=  

yes 
15   BER: =lande og byer som så ikk skal ha↘=  

countries and cities that then should not have 
16   CAJ: =a→  

yes 
17 (1.1)  
18   ?: °jeg ved det ikk↗°  

I don't know 
19 (1.1)  
20   CAJ: men+ i har det oss uden ikkå↘  

but you have it also without right 
  caj +gaze tow. Berit

In L01, Cajsa is going through a possible explanation, but after that, announces that she does not know in 
L06. Berit then also announces that she does not know in L08, but continues to add a possible explana-
tion. In L10, she is formulating the explanation that Texas might ‘be one of the few’, but stops and pauses 
at that point, to continue again after 0.8 seconds correcting it to ‘one of the many’ with an or-preface (Ler-
ner & Kitzinger 2015) and extra loudness on the inserted term mange ‘many’. At this point, it is not clear 
what it is there are many of, so it is expected that Berit is going to continue. The use of rising intonation 
could here be heard as expecting someone else to utter something (Stivers & Rossano 2010), and that is 
what Cajsa does as she delivers a ja.   

The ja is shown in Figure 23. It is 260 ms long and the intonation is very flat, with only 0.9 semi-
tone between the highest and lowest point, which does not even fall at the end, but closer to the middle4.  

Afterwards, Berit continues her sentence, adding ‘countries and cities that then should not have’ 
(i.e have the definite article). Here, the ja accepts Berit as the talker and as being able to continue, in a 

4 The register for this speaker is based on less than 30 seconds of speech because the conversation is not transcribed enough to 
systematically find her utterances. 
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place where more is expected grammatically. The ja does nothing more than let the projected continua-
tion happen, which is also seen as Berit immediately provides this continuation. 
 The next example also illustrates ja as a continuer, but during story-telling. Carl has told a story 
about a flight event he was attending recently. Arne points out how the weather was at that point, and 
starts telling a story about how he was at a place, presumable at the same time as Carl’s flight event, and 
from land, saw a boat being in trouble. The excerpt starts after he has described the boat and the situa-
tion, and he has already made it clear that it was in trouble because of the weather, but this is made more 
clear in the first line, as it is the point of the story: 
 

Figure 23 
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 AULing | SKURVOGN | ja_022 
01  ARN: je- jeg vurderede de var sån i rimelig (.) °nød°↘  

   I   I judged they were such in fairly distress 
02    (0.3)  
03  CAR: .ptk nå→ 

        oh 
04    (1.0)  
05  ARN: men øh: han fik den reddet ind↗ å så kørte 

   but uh he got it saved in     and then drove 
06    vi længere ind °å° (.) å kiggede på fyret der  

   we further in and and looked at the lighthouse there 
07    +>militæret har sån< (en) fyrobservation °(der n)°↘ 

     the military has such (a) lighthouse observation (there n) 
    arn +starts packing something together form the table 
08    og [øhm:   ]  

   and uhm 
09  C?:    [(°kay°)]  

       (okay) 
10    (0.6)  
11  ARN: .mthhh >der ku jeg så se< han stod med kikkerten å 

   there could I then see he stood with the telescope and 
12    havde +gang i telefon å sånoget↘ han havde  

   was working with the telephone and such he had 
    arn       +lifts hands, sweeps table with right hand 
13    garanteret haft kontakt med dem↘  

   guaranteed had contact with them 
14    (0.7) 
15  CAR: ja→ 

   yes 
16  BO: °ja°  

   yes 
17    (0.4) 
18  ARN: men de var ↑på den da↘  

   but they were on it PRT 
 
In the first line, he summarises the point of the preceding part of the story that was to illustrate that the 
boat he saw, was indeed in trouble. Carl responds to this with nå as a continuer (Steensig et al. 2013). 
Arne continues, but prefaces his turn with and uhm as a resumption of something previous (Local 2004), 
marking the preceding summary as such and not as part of the temporal progression of the story, which is 
what he returns to now. Arne then tells how the captain of the boat anyway did manage to get out of the 
trouble, after which he and his partner went closer to a nearby lighthouse to see it. After a comment about 
the lighthouse being part of military services, he produces og øhm ‘and uhm’ with an expanded pronunci-
ation of og as [ɒw]. Compared to the low loudness and pitch that is reached at the end of his preceding 
talk, his og øhm seems to be reset, marking that he has ended commenting on the lighthouse, and is ready 
to presume the temporal progression of the story. He does not do so immediately after og øhm however, 
but has projected such continuation. In overlap with his øhm, another speaker produces something very 
low, which can be heard as an okay2 and thus doing continuation (Sørensen & Steensig in prep.). During 
the preceding talk, Arne has picked up something that sounds like paper being crumbled, which he is still 
folding during the 0.6 seconds pause that is happening in L10, but after this, he does continue talking, 
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thus treating the other speaker’s saying as a continuer, and fulfilling his projection. He also uses så to 
mark his talk as temporally progressing further and being part of the story. In this part, he tells that from 
the location he was at now, closer to the lighthouse, he could now see that the captain of the boat had been 
using his cellphone, and Arne believes that there had been contact between the ship and the lighthouse as 
part of solving the trouble. It is at this point that Carl delivers a ja, which Bo also does. 

 Carl’s ja in L15 is shown in Figure 24. 
Lasting 149 ms, it is short, and spanning 0.9 
semitones, it has a level intonation, and is 
placed in the middle of Carl’s register. Bo’s ja 
in L16 is too low for acoustic analysis. 
 After this point, Arne does not continue 
the story, but marks its point, that the people 
on the boat were ‘på den’, lit. meaning ‘on it’, 
but being an expression for being in trouble.  
This example suggest the lack of a stance in a 
ja used as a continuer, since Arne pointing this 
out treats the previous ja as not having dealt 
with the content or point of the story. 
 These categories of ja can also be found 
for nej. In the first example, we have a ‘mid-
sentence’ continuer in nej. Astrid and Britt has 
been discussing what they currently feel like 
pursuing as a topic, because they are aware of 
being recorded. 
 
 
 

 

 AULing | sofasladder | nej_012 
01   AST: %men det oss bare fordi  
   but it's also just because 
     bri %turns head tow. Astrid 
02     (.)  
03   AST: <ting som> vi så plejer å snak om +det ka vi ikk øhm  
  things that we then usually talk about we can't uhm 
     ast:                                   +looks at camera 
04     (0.3)+  
     ast      +gaze to Britt 
05   BRI: nej→  
  no 
  

Figure 24 
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06     (0.2)  
07   AST: ☺gøre her☺  
  do it here 
08   BRI: %.snf+h  
     bri    %gaze out window 
     ast         +gaze out window 
09     (0.5)  
10   BRI: %jam oss når de kender +dem begge to  
  well also when they know them both 
     bri    %looks at Astrid 
     ast                           +gaze to Britt 
 
Here, Astrid mentions things that they usually 
talk about, and goes on to say about them that 
they ‘cannot uhm’. This sentence is grammati-
cally unfinished, and with øhm ‘uhm’ she can 
be heard as marking this and doing a word 
search (Brøcker et al. 2012). Enough of the 
sentence is produced to make its polarity neg-
ative though, since it includes the negation ikk 
‘not’. After a short pause of 0.3 seconds, Britt 
delivers a nej in L05, which is shown in Figure 
25. The total duration of it is 269 ms, and the 
total pitch span as measured by Praat is 4.7 
semitones, which is a fall, but this includes 
points very early during the initial nasal. 
Measuring from the onset of the vowel, the 
span is 2.8 semitones, which still includes the 
dip at the end which may be due to the stød. 
This measurement better reflects my hearing 
of it as mostly level, which also makes sense in 
the context of Britt’s wide pitch span of 21.3 
semitones. This nej matches the polarity of the preceding unfinished sentence. Astrid then continues after 
it, producing the remaining content and thus treating the nej as a continuer. 

It can be argued that with such minimal content added after the nej, the point that Astrid was 
making in L01, could be deduced from what she does manage to say in L01 already. It is also possible to 
see det ka vi ikk as a complete sentence (‘we can’t ((do)) it’), but the øhm seems to mark that as not being 
the case. But as Astrid does add something in L07 that incrementally builds on her previous utterance, 
she understands Britt’s nej as a signal awaiting continuation and as something that registers her previous 
talk as unfinished, and not as having e.g. agreed.  

It is also possible to use nej as a continuer during story-telling, when the previous utterance contains 
a negation. In excerpt (22), two women are making pancakes in a kitchen, Betina is sitting on the counter 
and eating snacks, while Anne is handling the stove. They have been talking about certain people who are 
never able to show up on time, and Anne delivers a story about a case where she was someone like that: 
 

Figure 25 
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AULing | pandekager | nej_004 
01   ANN: vi havde jo oss en aftale med t:ilde nu→  

we also PRT had an appointment with Tilde now 
02   BET: %jaer  

 yeah 
  bet %reaches for carrot 

03 (0.8)  
04   ANN: m så ringede jeg jo bare (°sn for°) jeg %vidste 

but then I PRT just called (such cause) I didn't 
  bet   %puts carrot in dip 

05   jo ik hvornår jeg havde fri↘ 
PRT know when I was available 

06   BET: nej→=  
no 

07   ANN: =ringede >jeg bare å< sagde→ 
 I just called and said 

08  +(0.7)  
  ann +turning spatula

09   BET: men [det jo oss noget %andet↘
but that's PRT also something different

10   ANN:   [(det) blev lidt for presset nu fordi→ 
  it became a bit too stressed now because 

  bet    %lifts carrot 

Here, Anne is telling a story in L01 that she had a deal with Tilde, and Betina displays such understanding 
of it by producing a continuer jaer in L02. At this point, Anne continues the story by adding another part 
to it, constructed through m så ‘but then’ in L04, that she then called Tilde. To this, she adds a reason for 
calling, marked with for ‘because’ in L04, which was that she did not know when she would be free, which 
is formulated with the negation ikk and the reason she suddenly would not be able to make it on time. 
Betina responds to this with nej in L06, which is shown in Figure 26. The duration of it is 224 ms, whose 
segmentation is slightly imprecise due to echo, meaning that the active production of the nej by the 
speaker might be shorter. It spans 1.5 semitones including the initial nasal where the peak is, making it 
level and placed below mid register. The stød is realized in a way that makes the [j] sound very weak, but 
it is there. 
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After the nej, Anne immediately con-
tinues by adding another element to the story 
in L97. This story-part essentially re-tells that 
she called, treating the statement about 
knowledge as a comment, but adds what she 
said during the call. The use of verb-first in 
this part marks the story part as belonging to-
gether with previous sayings (Eriksson 1997), 
and this and its latched onset displays an un-
derstanding of the nej as a continuer without 
any features to deal with, and that that was an 
appropriate response. After this, 0.7 seconds 
of silence occur where Anne seems to be han-
dling the pancake on the pan, after which 
Betina and Anne initiate talk almost at the 
same time, Betina making a point about it as 
different than the examples they discussed be-
fore, and Anne continuing the story by pro-
ducing what she said.  
 
4.3.2 Go-aheads and displays of recognition 
Another use of minimal tokens is that of being go-aheads and displays of recognition, since these accept 
something as being preliminary for progressing talk, and such cases are examined next. In excerpt (23), 
Astrid is enquiring into a party that Britt’s boyfriend Anders went to, and she initiates it with a request for 
recognition: 
 

 AULing | sofasladder | ja_023 
((Astrid is looking out the window)) 

01  AST: °men ja-° +nå:ja→  
   but yes   PRT 
    ast           +turns head to Britt, raises RH 
02    +(0.5)  
    ast +holds hand besides face 
03  AST: ∙mt det ved jeg +ikk +om jeg må spørge om↘  
      I don't know if I may ask about it 
    ast                 +turns head and smiles, gaze still to Britt 
    ast                      +touches hair, raises eyebrows 
04    (0.3)+  
    ast      +lifts hair slightly 
05  AST: men anders ☺fest☺↗  

 but Anders' party 
        (1.0)  
  

Figure 26 
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06  BRI: %ja→  
   yes 
    bri %one slight nod upwards 
07  AST: +der↘  
   there 
    ast +slides hair between fingers 
08    (0.4)+(0.6)              +(0.3) 
    ast      +lifts head slightly+gaze out window, lets hair go 
09  AST: ☺°var det°+ gik det +°godt☺°↗  

   was it    did it go well 
    ast           +gaze back to Britt 
    ast                     +grabs hair 
10    +(0.5)                      +      +  
    ast +slides hair through fingers+blinks+turns head tow. Britt 
11  BRI: +anders' fest↗  
   Anders' party 
    ast +puts left hand on clenched right hand in front of face,  
12  AST: ja +han sku jo til ↑fest med de de:r↘  
  yes he was PRT going to a party with those 
    ast    +rubbing chin 
13  BRI: +.hhhh  
    ast +smiles with closed mouth 
14    (0.3)  
15  BRI: nå håh+(H)å%:↘  
  oh 
    ast           +smiles with visible teeth 
    bri            %turns head backwards over shoulder 
16    %(0.4)  
    bri   %looks at camera 
17  BRI: h:eh [he  he .h:  
18  AST:      [hehe 
 
Before the excerpt, Astrid has mentioned how she wants to trash-talk her boyfriend, but does not want to 
come across as the type of person who does that, now that she is being recorded. This topic is closed and 
Astrid comes to a sudden thought about a new topic, as marked with nåja (Emmertsen & Heinemann 
2010) in L01. She does not make it clear what it is, by referring to it without explicating it, i.e. through a 
cataphoric reference (Pedersen 2015a), and describes it as something that may be too delicate to talk 
about. She pursues the topic anyway, as marked with men ‘but’, and produces a request for recognition, 
formulated as a noun phrase anders’ fest “Anders’ party”. This is try-marked with a slight rise (Sacks & 
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Schegloff 1979), and at this point it is relevant for Britt to display recognition of the party in question (and 
maybe offer more information about it, cf. Astrid formulating her project to ‘question’ into this in the pre-
vious line, treating Britt as the knowing one). After a whole second of silence, Britt utters a ja. 

The ja in L06 is shown in Figure 27 and a very inclusive measurement of its duration returns 154 ms. 
It rises 3 semitones, which is a slight rise, but 
not much in the context of Britt’s 21 semitones 
wide register.  

Astrid now works towards more talk on 
the subject, uttering the word der ‘there’, re-
ferring to the party, but abandoning it, and af-
ter another pause formulating a question 
whether it ‘went well’. Britt does not answer 
this, but after half a second, she repeats the 
phrase anders’ fest in L11. In this way, she ini-
tiates repair and does not seem to have an idea 
about what Astrid wants to know. Astrid then 
clarifies that Anders went to a party with some 
other people (in contrast to a more standard 
interpretation of the genitive as suggesting the 
person hosted the party) who are left unspeci-
fied at this point, but it is enough for Britt to 
now display recognition of the party (Heine-
mann 2016). In the end, they both laugh, and 
after the excerpt, Britt begins telling about the 
party. 

Here, the ja is also oriented to as not responding appropriately in this as a “delicate” context. The del-
icate context is constructed already in the introduction in L03, through its very non-explicit introduction 
through a cataphoric reference and the gradual introduction of elements that a minimal request for recog-
nition is made to do, avoiding more than necessary talk about the topic (which might also be what hap-
pens later in L12 when Astrid’s refers to specific people with unspecific de der: ‘those’). Astrid also de-
scribes it as something possibly unaskable in L03, and her embodied actions through touching her own 
hair in L04 and looking at Britt while her head is turned in a slightly different direction also treat the topic 
as possibly problematic. It is also delicate in the sense of intimate or personal, as seen in Astrid’s raised 
eyebrows in L03 and smiling, which becomes audible during L05. This makes it relevant for Britt to dis-
play some attitude towards the topic, relating to whether it is unaskable, which can be done by picking it 
up or through embodied displays. Because Britt is facing away from the camera, it is very difficult to see 
her facial expressions, such as whether she is reciprocating Astrid’s smile, but it does not seem like any 
recognizable expression is being done at this point. During the second before the ja, Astrid seems to treat 
Britt as not producing such displays, and awaiting something from her. Britt’s next move, the ja, only 
deals with the recognition, and only claims it. Astrid’s production of a der, referring back to the party and 
thus continuing the topic, also seem to the ja as not projecting anything to come. 

That Britt has not taken a stance to the delicacy of the topic is evident since Astrid continues and in-
tensifies touching her own hair in L07-10 and from L12 touches her face, when she is forced to talk more 
explicitly about it due to Britt’s initiation of repair in L11. Astrid’s question whether it ‘went well’ is also 

Figure 27 
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designed to receive more than confirmation as it is a telling question (Thompson, Fox & Couper-Kuhlen 
2015), and being formulated with godt ‘well’, it is more explicit in expectation of taking a stance towards 
something, while also containing the delicacy through low and smiley voice. Britt also orients to not hav-
ing taken a stance. When she realizes the topic, her nå  in L15 is produced not just with a wide pitch span 
(Heinemann 2016), but also turning into laughter syllables. This laughter is not spontaneous, but lower, 
as a type of nervous laughter, affiliating with the problematicity of the topic, which is also how her head 
turn towards the camera in L16 can be interpreted. The mutual laughter in L17-18 can be seen as an ac-
cept of the topic, accepting to talk about a delicate topic with Astrid and thus affiliating. By producing 
these displays at this point, just after the realization, and marking it so clearly, Britt orients to the fact that 
she could and should have done so earlier in the interaction. 

In that way this ja illustrates its use as a claim of recognition in response to a request for recognition, 
allowing for continuation. But by being used in a context where a certain stance needs to be dealt with – 
which could have been done through embodiment and was not expected in the request for recognition – it 
is also shown to register a lack of stance in the absence of other stance markers, which the ja-speaker is 
held accountable for and orients to. 

It is not possible to use nej to display recognition, but nej is routinely used as a go-ahead in some con-
texts. While inquiries into new topics that the recipient is the knowing part of expects the recipient to talk 
on said topic, and thus do more than a token response can do (Steensig 2015:8), requests into new topics 
that the requester is knowing about are designed to only have a minimal response before a telling can 
begin. Such pre-tellings of the type “do you know X” are done as part of recipient design to check whether 
the recipient already knows the story, and these are often responded to with disconfirmation, i.e. nej, 
making the telling and continuation relevant. In this example, Astrid has just told a story about an apart-
ment with a strong smell of weed. The excerpt starts at the end of it, and Astrid then offers another story 
about weed: 

AULing | sofasladder | nej_091 
01  AST: +alt muligt+ andet↘ jeg tror faktisk- de lavede

other possible things I actually think- they made
  ast +waves LH--+closes eyes and puts LH thumb tow. right eye

02  dem oss +(.) ↓lavede dem selv↓ de +plantede dem  
them also made them themselves they planted them 

  ast +moves head backwards and frowns with open eyes,
  letting LF go off face +waves and puts LH on face

03  selv å sån noget↘  
themselves and such 

04 +(1.6)  
  ast  +moves her hand slightly, opens and closes mouth, swallowing

05  AST: ∙mt kender du peter bim bam↘
  do you know peter bim bam 

06 (0.4)  
07  BRI: jaer  

yeah 
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08    +(0.2)  
    ast +gaze tow. window 
09  AST: +e han- har du set  
    ast +gaze tow. Britt 
10    (0.2)  
11  AST: følger du ham på instagram=  

   do you follow him on instagram 
12  BRI: =%nej→ 
    bri  %shakes head-> 
13    %(0.2)%  
    bri   %---->% 
14  AST: .snfhhh der var et tidspunkt hvor han havde  

   there was a time where he had  
15    en ☺hashplante→☺  

   a cannabis plant 
 
In L01-03, Astrid tells that she believes that 
the people who lived in the apartment with a 
strong smell of weed, grew the plants them-
selves. During L01-02, she uses the word 
lavede ‘made, did’ about about the growing of 
the plants, an expression that she marks as in-
appropriate through repeating it in a lower 
voice while having jerked her head backwards 
and frowning. Before this, her left hand was 
resting on her forehead, and as she repairs 
lavede to planted ‘planted’ and finishes the 
story, she makes one waving with her left 
hand, and then places it on her forehead 
again. After ending her talk, she continues to 
move her hand slightly around on the fore-
head while swallowing, during which 1.6 sec-
onds of silence passes. After this, she produces 
her pre-telling, formulated as a request for 
confirmation whether or not Britt knows “Pe-
ter Bim Bam”. Britt confirms this with jaer. 
Then Astrid produces a pronoun han, as if she would start telling something about the person just men-
tioned, but this is cut off and replaced with a new request for confirmation whether Britt has seen some-
thing. What it is that she could have seen, is not said, as the starts from the beginning on a new request for 
confirmation whether Britt is following him on the social media site Instagram. Britt disconfirms this with 
nej.  
 The nej is shown in Figure 28. It is slightly longer than other nej and ja that has been seen here 
with 332 ms. This might be due to the way that the stød is released, but it is not as long as the prolonged 
nej seen earlier. Its total pitch span is 2.3 semitones, falling from the onset of the vowel. 

Figure 28 
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After this, a short stretch of silence occurs until Astrid breathes inwards through her nose, taking 
approximately half a second and projecting that she is about to say more, which she does as she starts tell-
ing the story in L14. 

In this instance, the nej comes in second position. The first pair part (and the adjacency pair be-
fore it) is done as a request for (dis)confirmation and can be heard as checking the extent that the recipi-
ent already knows people in or parts of the story, i.e. Astrid is gathering knowledge for recipient design 
(Sacks & Schegloff 1979). Nej is here treated as aligning with the projected story-telling without more to 
deal with, in the same way a continuer makes continuer relevant. 

4.3.3 Receipts 
In the next case, ja comes in third position, receipting something as an answer to something departing 
from the ongoing projecting, allowing a return to the project. 4 people are playing board games, and 
Svend is explaining the rules of Red November as part of presenting games to each other: 

AULing | board-game-coffee1 | ja_110 
01   SVE: +så har: jeg: red november hvor man oss spiller+

then I have  red november where you also play
  sve +picks up game box---------------->puts it down+

02 samm+en mod en ubåd der:  i:+ (.) grove problemer man
together against a submarine that's in serious trouble you

  mar +glass to. mouth, drinks+moves glass away from face
03 er en lille gnom↗ .hhh 

are a little gnome 
04   MAR: +det du sna%kkede om→+%

the one you talked about
  mar +turns head tow. Svend+
  sve   %turns head tow. Margrete% 

05   SVE: ja→ 
yes 

06   MAR: +%ja→ 
  yes 

  mar +turns head tow. center of table
  sve %turns head tow. center of table

07   SVE: å æh:  
and uh: 

08 (0.3)  
09   SVE: ja man ska redde den her ubåd fra en sto:r 

10 
yes you have to save this submarine from a big   
blæksprutte udenfor eller nukleare nedsmeltninger 
squid outside or nuclear meltdowns 

In L01-03, Svend is presenting a game he brought and delivers an initial characterization of what it is 
about. The current part of his description ends as he mentions, possibly as a side comment, that the 
player is ‘a little gnome’. The use of rising intonation and his following inbreath suggests that he is not fin-
ished. He has also not made the gnome fact relevant, and he began the description as an initial descrip-
tion, presenting the game for the first time. Though Svend could continue, Margrete takes the turn and 
requests confirmation that he mentioned it (to her) on an earlier occasion with a phrasal format. As she 
initiates her turn, she turns her head towards him, and Svend turns her head tow. her halfway during it. 
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He then confirms with ja in L09, after which Margrete immediately receipts with a ja, which is the one of 
interest here.  

The ja is shown in Figure 29, meas-
ured to be 164 ms. The pitch span is measured 
as a half semitone in the middle of her register. 
Only part of the ja gives a reliable trace, but if 
less reliable points are taken into account, the 
span does not increase significantly. As she 
produces the ja, Svend and Margrete simulta-
neously turn their heads back towards the cen-
ter of the table. After the ja, Svend resumes ex-
plaining the game, marked as a continuation of 
something previous through ‘and uhm’ (Local 
2004) in L07 followed by a resumptive ja in 
L09. 

In this case, the ja is understood as a 
sequence closing third, where everything that 
was in the question has been answered. This 
understanding is shown as Svend not just con-
tinues, but returns to an activity from before 
the question was answered, treating the ques-

tion-answer sequence as a side sequence (Jefferson 1972). The way they turns their heads away from the 
activity between only the two of them during the ja, especially since Margrete does it, also orients to it as 
closing. 

In the next example, nej is used as a sequence closing third, receipting information. Johanne and 
Maren have been talking on the phone about a third person. 

AULing | hilsen | nej_014 
01   JOH: >hvordan< går det med hende↗ hva laver hun↘

 how is she  what is she doing 
02 sagde hun noget om det↗= 

did she say anything about that  
03   MAR: =ø:hm: nej↗ jeg ka faktisk ikk huske deth↘ 

 u:hm: no   I actually can't remember it 
04 (0.4) 
05   JOH: nam jeg ved jo i øvrigt [hun studerer kines]isk↘  

well but I know PRT by the way she studies chinese 
06   MAR:   [l:æ:ser       vist]

      studies possibly  
07     (.) 
08   ?: °h-°= 
09   JOH: [ja(er)→ 

  yes 
10   MAR: [ja→ 

  yes 
11     (.) 

Figure 29 
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12   JOH: men jeg troede bare hun ville droppe ud nemlig, 
   but I just throught she would drop out that is 

13     (.) 
14   MAR: n*a*:m:* det <tr+or> *jeg* ikk hun har gjort↘ 

   well but I don't think she did 
  +((knock knock)) 

15   JOH: nej→ 
   no 

16     (0.6)+(0.3) 
+scratching sound

17   MAR: så vidt jhegh (.) ku forstå→ 

18 
19 

                                           as far as I could understand     
                                                            (.) 
  JOH: n  (g)ej→ 

  no 
20   (0.6) 
21   MAR: men ø:h 

  but u:h 
22   (0.3) 
23   MAR: det var nemlig kinesisk hun læste↘ 

it was chinese she was studying 
24    (.) 
25   JOH: ja→ 

yes 
26   MAR: .hhh ↑ja→hh 

  yes 
27    (0.7) 
28   MAR: så men ø:h er a- mona hjemme? 

  so but uhm is a- Mona home 

Maren has just told how she met a commonly known third person, Ane, on the street recently and had to 
say hello to Johanne from her. Johanne follows up on this by asking how Ane is in L01. She does that 
through a series of questions delivered immediately after each other: how she is and what she is doing, 
but the last one is not request for information, but a request for confirmation. Asking whether or not Ane 
said anything that could answer the previous questions opens the floor for Maren to claim a lack of 
knowledge through disconfirmation, which is exactly what she does when she answers with nej, followed 
by an account that she cannot remember in L03. Johanne now offers some information that she does 
know about Ane, that she is studying Chinese, during which Maren offers partly the same information 
that Ane is studying. They now both chorally deliver confirmations of each other’s knowledge in L09-10, 
and after this, Johanne tells that she thought Ane would drop out of her studies. This exposes why Jo-
hanne had thought that what she already knew and just told about Ane (which Maren confirmed), might 
have been wrong, and thus why she was pursuing information and what specifically she hoped to be in-
formed about. Being the one who did talk with Ane and also having offered some information despite her 
initial claim of no knowledge, Maren thus has epistemic authority over Ane’s situation, and at this point it 
is relevant for Maren to relate to whether or not Ane has dropped out. She does so by disconfirming the 
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dropout with n*a:m:*, a form of nej men ‘no but’, followed with a clausal disonfirmation that frames her 
as not completely sure through ‘I think’. This is receipted by Johanne with nej in L15. 

The nej is shown in Figure 30. It lasts 226 ms, and has a total pitch span of 2.6 semitones. This 
includes the peak on the nasal, and the dip due to the stød in the end, and exluding those parts, it only 
falls one semitone. It is placed above the the middle of the speaker’s register5. 

After this, Maren again downgrades her claim by stating it as her understanding, which Johanne 
again receipts with a nej. Maren then utters a but u:h and states that Ane did study Chinese. This asserts 
some knowledge that Johanne already provided, but now Maren is doing it from her position of epistemic 
access to Ane. Johanne receipts this with ja, and Maren responds to this with a more breathy ja, and after 
a pause, follows this with a change of activity. 
 This example is much more complex than the example with ja. I believe that Johanne’s use of nej 
is delivered as a sequence closing third already in L15. Johanne’s request for information in L01-02 was 
complex and very open-ended, but in L12 she specificies one specific piece of information that she had in 
mind to get an update on, restricting the open-endedness of her original question, adjusting to Maren’s 
claims of lack of knowledge and thus lack of 
ability to tell. Johanne receipts when she has 
received just that piece of information. She re-
ceipts the same information again after Ma-
ren’s downgrade (because the polarity of the 
nej only matches the negation in L14, and is 
not treated as mismatching with L17 in any 
way). Maren’s further talk is not occasioned by 
the request for information anymore at this 
point, but is offered and relevant anyway be-
cause of Maren’s epistemic authority over 
matters about Ane. Maren’s men ø:h can be 
seen as a move towards a new topic, just as 
she does with så men ø:h in L28 and thus 
treating the provided information as enough, 
while her restatement of already said infor-
mation could be due to a remembering of such 
information. Johanne is after her first nej in 
L15 not doing any work to pursue more infor-
mation, but only receipts what Maren pro-
vides, thus not expecting more to come or 
treating the already said information as not 
enough. 
 These examples of receipts show how ja or nej in third position with matching polarity is treated 
as a sequence closing third that makes it relevant to turn to other talk. The example with ja illustrated its 
use to close a side sequence, while the example with nej illustrated that even if the answerer continues af-
ter the receipt, the questioner will only keep receipting untill something new is initiated.  
 

                                                             
5 This register is based on pre-existing material about this speakers register, that is only based on 37 seconds of speech. 

Figure 30 
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4.3.4 Concluding summary  
Here I have analyzed examples of phonetically ‘neutral’ tokens and show how they were produced. I have 
analyzed them in different sequential positions – continuer position, second position and third position. I 
have shown that the tokens align in continuer and second position, allowing the interaction to continue as 
projected. If there is a stance to respond to, the tokens are understood as not doing so. In third position, 
they also align by treating provided information as sufficient, and they are treated as signaling that there 
is nothing more in such sequences to talk about, opening for topic and activity changes. 

They are not treated as doing disaffiliation, but as having accountably passed the opportunity to treat 
a stance, which may not have been verbally present in the action that the token responds to. In this way, 
the token is not neutral in the sense that it automatically goes along with all projected features at the point 
in action, but it certainly does so at the level of action. 

An interesting perspective on this is the wide range of actions and positions that have been examined 
here. One issue is that there are more actions than surveyed here, that such tokens can accomplish. Espe-
cially as ressources for confirmation and disconfirmation, the tokens are used to respond to questions of 
various types, in which stance issues are much more complex. While requests for (dis)confirmation have 
been avoided here, ja responding to a request for recognition and nej as a go-ahead can be seen as confir-
mation and disconfirmation, respectively. These requests for confirmation were projecting something up-
coming and the token responses aligned with it, but in thise case, the nej was doing disconfirmation and 
was thus mismatching. This is in contrast to the other examples of nej, since they responded to a turn with 
negative polarity.  

Another issue is relating to some of the forms that have not been investigated here. During my search 
for examples on this, I would not rarely come across instances of jaer, i.e. where the vowel is diphthong-
ized with movement towards the center of the vowel space. Further research could discover to what extent 
ja and jaer overlap or not. It is not clear if there is a version of nej that could correspond to jaer. 
 
5 Discussion 
Here I will try to use this preliminary description as a base to raise some questions wihtin the topic of my 
PhD project. 
 
5.1 The borders between the practices 
I will now discuss some features of these practices, how they are distinguished from each other and to 
what extent they are ‘one’ practice. 
 
5.1.1 Variation in position  
One of the features of Heritage’s (2011) definition of a practice was that of being connected to one posi-
tion, but the phonetic forms were here analyzed as they occur in very different contexts. 

The rising tokens are interesting because they are here initially treated as two practices. In the 
first practice, they are described (following the three elements in Heritage 2011) as 1) having a rising into-
nation contour distinct from a non-rising version of the same stoken (i.e. a possible minimal pair) 2) oc-
curring as a response to a specific first pair part and 3) being treated differently than the equivalent non-
rising token. 

It was shown that a rising intonation on a token displays a positive stance, not only in response to 
a first pair part with a wide pitch span, but also in other contexts where a display of stance was relevant.  
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 There is an issue of distinctiveness regarding its relation to the disalignment-projecting tokens 
however, since those are long and some of the rising positive tokens are also long, even though I did not 
measure it as systematically. In one example, it was clear that positive stance-taking is relevant, which 
might suggest that these practices can be “combined”, but this is where a collection with a broad range of 
contexts comes to a halt – a closer look at disalignment-projecting tokens in contexts with positive stance 
or with a rising could bring light into this. It could be hypothesized that the steepness or place in register 
might be features that serve distinguishing. These are questions for further research. 

Disalignment-projecting ja was also shown to be used both in continuer position during a multi-
turn unit and in second position after e.g. a polar interrogative. It could be argued that there is a differ-
ence between the two, since those in second position disaligned with the action in the first pair part, while 
those in continuer position seemed to align as a continuer, but project upcoming disalignment and thus 
disaffiliate.  

Neutral tokens were shown to occur in some of the same positions as other tokens: continuers 
just like the disalignment projecting tokens, and in response to story or topic introducing questions, i.e. 
what seems like a second position. The responses in second position seem action-wise to be more like con-
tinuers however. Across these positions however, the neutral tokens were aligning, in contrast to the dis-
alignment-projecting tokens. However, like the disalignment-projecting tokens, they were disaffiliating in 
the sense that they have no emotive stance which was accountable in contexts where a stance should be 
expressed. It might be possible to see the disalignment-projecting tokens as essentially disaffiliative, while 
the neutral tokens are non-affiliative by themselves. 

The relationship between the neutral tokens and the disalignment-projecting tokens is interesting 
because of the overlap of positions and the minimal difference in form, but difference in alignment, which 
makes it possible to see these two forms as minimal pairs. 
 The point of this discussion is not to refute the importance of position given in Heritage (2011). 
The focus on position there should be understood in the context of it as a chapter on method, where posi-
tion is an essential part of conversation analytic discovery and argumentation. In fact, this study suggests 
an even closer look at the different positions, but it also suggest to use the results of the necessarily posi-
tion-sensitive studies to compare the use of a specific form (such as a prolonged ja) in several of the posi-
tions it occurs with other forms (such as prolonged nej or neutral ja)  
 
5.1.2 Commonalities of ja and nej 
Both ja and nej have been analyzed as potential forms for accomplishing both practices. What is specifi-
cally interesting about nej is how it can be either confirming or disconfirming dependent on the polarity of 
the preceding turn. In the case of disalignment-projecting tokens, it was difficult to find instances of pro-
longed nej, but they all seemed to be mismatching and disconfirming, while nej with rising intonation re-
sponding to astonished requests for reconfirmation were matching in polarity and thus confirming. How-
ever, nej with positive stance in other contexts could be found to be mismatching. For neutral tokens, 
there were also both mismatching (e.g. the pre-telling) and matching (the continuers) nej. 
What is interesting here is that nej that are mismatching can be aligning and affiliating, which should not 
be surprising (Heinemann 2005). This suggest that it is not the case that matching nej has the same shape 
when doing the same as ja, but after a negation, i.e. that the shapes do not follow the categories of match-
ing or mismatching tokens. Instead, it might be more relevant to look at the project that the initiating ac-
tion is part of or how this ties in to preference structure, which has not been dealt with in detail here. It is 
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possible to speculate that it may be a feature related to questions where the preferred response is an un-
conditional one independent of whether that is confirmation or disconfirmation (Robinson 2018), so that 
nej in response to those questions group together with matching nej, since several of the nej here seem to 
be in a context where the question might be seen as being asked from a fully unknowing position. How-
ever, questions have not been properly taking into account in this study, and since jo has not been part of 
this, it is not possible to say anything about mismatching tokens as a group. 
 It has been shown that both ja and nej can have a rising intonation and do comparable actions 
and that the same might be true for prolongation. The neutral tokens are different in that it is not a pho-
netic feature in any sense that is shared, but is was shown that certain pre-defined forms of ja and nej 
shared features that stood in contrast to the other described features. This description strengthens the de-
scription of the other cases, since it shows that there are features of neutral tokens that speakers of them 
are accountable of, just like features of the other practices. At this point, the practices are so minimally 
different from each other that there are cases where deviant cases for one practice might be an example of 
another practice, but this suggest that the practices are in a structural opposition to each other. 
 It has sometimes been claimed that “utterances can have default forms that are attached to default 
interpretations” (Stivers 2005:154; in explaining Levinson 2000; Levinson 1987), but the distinctiveness 
of the neutral tokens suggest that these are not just “default forms” that can be modified for certain sup-
posedly “marked” purposes, but is their own practice, even if the contrast must be described as “zero-
marked” on the form side. 
 
5.2 Other responses tokens in Danish compared to ja and nej 
It seems that ja and nej might be those response tokens with most functions. Here I will go through what 
is known about the other response tokens that are within my PhD project and compare to ja and nej, 
based on previous descriptions or own experience in collecting instances. This will point forward to us-
ages that are not currenly understood and as possibles direction for this PhD project. 

Okay can be a receipt and continuer (Sørensen & Steensig in prep.) and respond in second posi-
tion comparable to confirmation, but only for deontic requests (Mortensen & Mortensen 2009). Okay is 
known to have different forms, with a distinction between rising and falling intonation, but here, the ris-
ing intonation is not connected to an emotive stance as with ja and nej, but as a continuer and as a receipt 
that do not treat the receipted as completely finished (Sørensen & Steensig in prep.). I have not found 
such function for ja or nej as receipts, but rising okay stands in contrast to falling okay in receipt position, 
where the rising okay could be seen as the disaligning of the two. It is not a systematic feature of rising 
okay, but there are versions of it that could be described as prolonged comparable to the disalignment-
projecting ja and nej, which also do disalignment. The relationship between that of falling okay to rising 
okay could be comparable to that of disalignment-projecting ja and nej to neutral ja and nej, but it is my 
impression that it could be possible to distinguish more shapes within these two categories of okay. 
 There are several descriptions of nå, which cannot be used in second position. However, it serves 
as a change-of-state token registering knowledge that goes counter to expectations (Heinemann 2017), 
and can have be prolonged with a rising-falling intonation to index that a realization was delayed (Heine-
mann 2016).  
 Mm is interesting since it is the only token besides ja and nej that might display polarity sensitiv-
ity, because of the existence of mm-, i.e. with a glottal stop at the end, that is used like nej in response to 
requests for reconfirmation. It is less clear to what extent mm- would be used as a continuer or receipt, 
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but such functions are where mm is used. There is currently very little description of it in Danish, but Da-
lum (2017) distinguishes some uses. Here, it is said to have a rising intonation as a continuer, a falling in-
tonation as an acknowledgement token, and a rising-falling intonation as a marker of positive emotion. 
Mm that function as ja are said to be rising, unlike the neutral tokens, but those that occur in the context 
of a positive stance are said to be more steeply rising, comparable to those ja and nej with a rising intona-
tion.  
 For receipt or third position usages, it is less clear what the lexical choice between the words are. 
While Heinemann (2017) description such usages as taking the epistemic stance of registering infor-
mation as new and counter to expectation, it seems that ja and maybe also nej might register information 
as being as expected, based on the receipt examples. It is less clear where in this system the falling okay 
fits currently (Sørensen & Steensig in prep.), as it seems to be interchangeable with nå in many cases. 
 All these tokens seem to be continuers. For mm, okay it was said that this function was character-
ized by a rising intonation. I have described ja and nej as continuers with neutral shapes here, but none-
theless, during my collection I would also come across ja as a continuer with a rising intonation. This 
stands in contrast to nå, where its use as a receipt is marked with a rising intonation, while its use as a 
continuer is characterized by a level intonation (Steensig et al. 2013). 

One question for phonetic differences is that of the extent to which the distinction does more than 
what is already known about prosodic features of turn-taking. This question is more complex, as tokens 
followed by talk vs. tokens not followed by talk is not only a question of turn-taking, but intertwined with 
action, which we see in the use of prefacing tokens. Response tokens in Danish also come in compounds, 
such as nåja and jaokay.  

As mentioned before, perspectives on preference is another topic for further description of these 
practice. It might also be possible to relate the forms of tokens to preference formats (Sidnell 2010:78–
79), since one such feature of dispreferred design is that of delay, which the prolongation on tokens could 
be seen as a grammaticalization of. 
 
6 Conclusion 
In this study, I have provided descriptions of a select number of practices involving ja and nej: the use of 
rising intonation as a marker of positive stance, prolongation as a marker of disalignment and a neutral 
form as a marker of alignment with no stance treatment. 

Rising ja and nej are used to display a positive stance. The practice was initially shown to be a re-
sponse to an astonished request for reconfirmation. The astonished request for reconfirmation was shown 
to display an astonished stance, and to be designed to receive confirmation: either a ja or a matching nej, 
but with a rising intonation. The astonished request for confirmation was characterized as a pro-form re-
peat with a wide pitch span. Rising ja and nej as responses in that context affiliate with the requesters 
astonished stance by showing understanding of the astonishment, while non-rising ja and nej align 
through accomplishing confirmation, but treats the astonished stance as unwarranted. The practice is 
then a sequence consisting of a first pair part and a second pair part. Rising ja and nej are also used in 
other contexts, however. They also affiliate in this usage, by displaying a positive stance towards some fea-
tures of where the conversation is heading, such as it being pro-social, in contexts where affiliation has 
been made relevant, through e.g. non-verbal means. 

Prolonged ja is the design for disalignment-projecting tokens. It was less clear to what extent a pro-
longed nej is used to convey the same disalignment. It did not seem to have one specific intonation con-
tour, and it may contain parts with creaky voice. The practice of doing disalignment with prolonged ja is 
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found both in second position and continuer position, where the disalignment is realized in different 
ways. In second position, the disalignment-projecting ja prefaced disaligning formats to answers and dis-
agreement, thus aligning in the position it occurs and disaffiliating. On the other hand, it acted as a con-
tinuer in continuer positions, thus aligning, but projected later disalignment and was treated as disaffiliat-
ing. 

Lastly, “neutral” shapes of ja and nej were shown to be specific practices. A neutral ja consisted of 
the glide and vowel, while a neutral nej consisted of a nasal, vowel and had stød. Both ja and nej was short 
and with a flat intonation. They are used in several contexts where continuation in some sense is relevant, 
and they align with it. These contexts include continuer position, but also requests for recognition or pre-
tellings that projects further talk, i.e in second position. As third position receipt, they close the sequence 
and allow for topics to be introduced or reintroduced. This means that the tokens were aligning in each 
context. In most cases, no stance seemed to be evident, but in others where it was, the neutral token was 
understood as not expressing a stance, making it disaffiliating in those contexts. 

Based on these descriptions, a number of questions were opened for discussion. These questions 
point forward to topics for further investigation within my PhD project. They relate to the structural or-
ganization of such practices in the grammar. It was possible to establish some phonetic patterns across ja 
and nej, and the phonetic patterns were distinctive, even to the point that the neutral shape was a cate-
gory contrasting with other patterns. 

One direction of organization is that across ja and nej. It seemed that shapes and practices could in-
deed be seen as related across ja and nej, but there are parts of this description where it is less clear to say 
so. However, it was not the case that ja only shared features with matching nej, since several features in-
cluded instances of matching and mismatching nej. It is possible that a categorization of features depends 
on other phenomena than polarity, and it might have more to do with whether the action accomplished is 
(dis)aligning and/or (dis)affiliating. 

Another parameter of organization is that of sequential position. In this study, various actions in 
both second position, third position and in continuer position were analyzed, and it seems that these are 
clearly relevant in the precise implementation of the practices. This was evident in the rising ja and nej as 
used to affiliative with astonishment in second position to a certain first pair part, while in other contexts 
it was also affiliating with more of a positive stance. The disalignment-projecting ja were also different in 
second position, where they prefaced disalignment with the previous action, from continuer position, 
where they projected disaligment with the ongoing activity. 

The last perspective was that of ja and nej compared to other response tokes in Danish. While there 
is a clear overlap in the positions that they occupy, the known phonetic variation seemed to overlap less 
clearly. It seems that there might be some cross-cutting features, such as rising intonation on continuers, 
but that some tokens have token-specific distinctions, such as the distinction between rising and falling 
okay in third position. However, more research is needed in order to understand this better, and this 
study offers knowledge on the topic and points to alignment, affiliation and stance as possible fields for 
comparison, not forgetting sequential position. 
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